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This volume is a compendium of the orbital configuration test modal
data, analytical test correlation modal data and analytical flight con-
figuration 1.2 modal data. Section A presents tables showing the gener-
alized mass contributions (GMCs) for each of the thirty test modes.
Section B presents the two dimensional mode shape plots for the thirty
test modes. Tables of GMCs for the test correlated analytical modes
are presented in Section C. These analytical modes were generated from
a model that was adjusted to match test results by use of the methodology
discussed in Sections 2.3 and 5.4 of Volume I of this report. Section D
presents the two dimensional mode shape plots for the analytical modes.
Sections E and F contain the uncoupled and coupled modes of the orbital
flight configuration 1.2 at three development phase of the model. These
phases of the model, initial, pretest and final, are described in detail
in Section 1 of Volume I of this report.
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SECTION A
Test -Modes GMC Tables
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The following Tables A-l through A-60 show the generalized
mass contributions (GMCs) for each of the thirty test modes. Two
types of tables are given for each mode. The first table gives a
summary of GMCs for major structural components while the second
table shows the CMC for each of the 193 degrees of freedom contained
in the reduced test data. These CMC data were calculated using a
193 x 193 discrete mass matrix derived using static collapse of
analytical component mass matrices. It should be'noted that the
CMC distribution shown for Mode 02A is highly distorted due to
apparent bad accelerometer data for the aft OWS Skirt station 3100.
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TABLE A-l ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
T E S T MOOES GENERALIZED MUSS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
T E S T HOOE NO. 01A TEST FREQUENCY = .31 HZ.
COMPONENT
NAME
3R/OWS SKIRT / IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 T A N K S
MDft /STS/AM





A T M - G R A / C A N CENTER '
SUM
GMC.(nx)
. P C & C
« CC 19
• On ? 3
, f S 3 2
. O L 0 3
.OC01
« 0^14








. C 3 G 5
. *?0 65
• DO Q7
. C 3 2 7
o ul 05
















. C -1 D 1
0.
. C 3 0 2
0.
. C O C 3
G.
. C 3 0 G
. G 3 0 I
. C 3 D 3 .
o r i o 9
GMC





- . C O 01
J .
oC3 3 4
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 5
.1062
GMC











' T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTIONS FOR EACH COMPONENT
RR/OWS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TSNKS






A T M - G R A / C A H CFNTER










TABLE A-2 GFN 'SAL I Z F.O MASS CONTR TBUTIONS BY DEGREE OF





















































( O X )
. 0 0 5 6
.0001
- . 3 0 0 0
.0001




. o n o o
. 0 0 0 0
. o nou
- . 0 ? 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 ? 0 0
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 D 0 0
. 3 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. o r o o
. 0 0 0 0
. C 0 -0 0
. 0 0 0 2
.1001
. P 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 9
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 <»
- . 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 3 0
. .0001
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 1
- . 0 0 0 0
, 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 01
GMC
(HY)
- . 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 ?
. O O G * t
.0010
. 0 0 0 * *
. P P O < »
. 00 0*»
. 0 0 0 3 •
. 0001
. O O J O
. 0 0 0 5
. O P 0 2
. rooo
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
. O C 0 8
. 0 C 0 9
. 0 3 0 2
. . 0 0 0 1
. O C 0 1
. 0 0 0 1
.0001
. noo i
. 0 0 0 0
. 00 D9
. 0 0 3 0
.IJP13
. no i *»
. 0 0 0 2
. n 0 0 6
-. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 1
- .0001
- . O P 0 1
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 5
. n o o 9
. 0 0 0 6
. O C Q k
. 0 0 0 ^
. P O O O
. O O C 1
- . ? 0 0 3
- . 0 0 0 0
. O P O O
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 0 0 0
. O C 0 5






















































( T X )
. 0001
. 0 0 0 0













. O C C 1
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0







-. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 n 0 3













. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
GMC
( T Y )
. 0 0 3 0














. 0 0 0 2
. 0001
.0019









- . 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 ( 3 0









. 0 0 8 6
. 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
.0000








. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1













. O O u O
- . o c o o









9ASE R N G / D W S SKIRT
OWS/T'J INTERFACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 TOTL1 ,+Y *Z
FAS 02 9 0 T L 2 , * Y >Z
FAS 02 3 0 T L 3 , - Y +7
FAS 02 B O T L < * , - Y +Z
FAS 02 B O T L 5 , - Y -Z
FAS 02 9 0 T L S - Y -Z
F A S / A M / D A TC\ *v
F A S / A M / i a IF, +?
F A S / A M / 1 A IF, -Y
F A S / T A ! - , -Y -Z
F A S / A 1 IF, - -7
F A S / H A T - , * Y - Z
AM TUNN"L/SMFf tP «9
.AM TUNNEL/STS IF
MOA/STS IMTEPFACE
MOA C O N E / C Y L ITRFC
M2 . T A N K . +-Y , LOWER
N2 T A M K , *• Y , JP°FR
N2 T A ^ J K , « -7 , L O W E R
N2 T A M K , t - 7 , JF>DER
N2 T A N K -Z, L O W E R
N2 T A M K , -Z, UPPER
CM, FrfD RJLKHEAO
CM, AFT TJLKHIAD
SM, r^0 T J L K H E A O
S M , A F T T J L K H E A O
LOWFP. n L A T C H , OA
LOWER 4-Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
ERE0 3 A C K A G C G . G .
ATM PM <S ,T IF,OUTR
ATM PM !»,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PM ?,1 TF,0'JTP
ATM PM 2,3 I r,OUTP
ATM PM 5 , f Tr, IN MR
ATM PM Jf,; TF,INNR
ATM 04 3,1 IF, jr^NR
ATM °M 2,5 IF, INNR
C^'Go — Y Slnc x
CMG, +Y 5 I OF
CMG, -v si os
ATM S A S , 3N l
ATM S A S , 3N .7
ATM S Q S , . 3M 5
ATM S A S y -N ?
SOAO ^E^ jT- :p




0 0 0 9 . 0 0 6 2 . 0 0 9 < +
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TABLE A-3 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY









ATM-RACK,CMGS, i * -SAS
ATM-SPAR CENTER








. O Q 0 3
. C C 0 5
. C O C O
.0000
GMC
( O Y )
. 0318




















( T X )




. C 3 1 1
C.
.not
- . G 3 0 L
. C O C O
GXC





o L J O O
9.
, r o a o
. c o o o









. C1 0 0 0
3 .
. 0000
SUM . .2927 .2219 .399? , C M 8 . C 7 0 2
T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION F03 EACH COMPONENT
BR/OWS SKIRT/IU/FAS . 8 T 0 7
6-FAS 02 TANKS - .0323
M D A / S T S / A M .0<*22
6-AM N2 T A W K S .CD76
COMMAND/SERVICE MOO. .0576
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY . O C 6 C
A T M - P A C K , CMGS,<+-SAS .0362
A T H - S P A R CENTER . O C 9 8
A T M - G R A / C A ^ s j CENTER ,C r?7
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TABLE A-4 <~,-'l - = > A L T 7 FD M A S S ~ONTRIRUTIONS BY OEGPEE OP FPEE001























































( O X )
. ? 0 1 1
- . 3 ^ 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 0 3 3
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
- . 0 0 0 0
- .1000
.1001
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 1? 0 1
- .0 000
. 0 0 0 0
. 1 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. o c o o
. c o o o
. 3 0 3 0
. 1 0 0 0
- . 0 3 0 0
. 0 0 3 1
. 0 0 0 3
. •? 0 3 3
.1031
- . 1000
- . 0 - 0 1
. 0 ? 0 0
. ] on i
. 0 0 0 0
. 013?
.1001
-> 0 0 0 0
. n o o i
- . 0 0 0 1
-.moi
.0011
. 0 ^ 0 0
- . 0 0 0 1
-. 7011
. 1 0 3 0
. 3 1 0 0
. c n o o
. '.) 0 0 0
. 0001
. 0 0 0 1
. . 0 0 0 1
- .n io i
. ^ 1 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
GMC
( O Y )
GMC
(07)
. 0^ P 8 . 3928 .
. n n 5 6
.0104




. 0 0 5 8
. Of i»9
.OC19
. 0 0 2 7
. P C 2 9
. 0 0 0 3
.0018
. 0 0 0 3
. O C 4 0
. 0? 88
. C 1 V 7
.0143










. 0 0 4 2
.OP 03
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 7
. O r 5 0
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 3 2
. 0 0 6 8
. 0 0 5 0
. r;no9
. 0 r i ?




. 0.0 0 1
. 0001
. 0 0 0 1

























































































































































































( T X )
0 0 0 7
0 0 0 0
O C 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 3 1
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 7
0 0 0 2
0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0
o o o c
0 0 0 0
o o o c
o o o c
O G Q O
GMC
( T Y )
.0701
. 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 0
. G 0 0 C
. 0 0 0 0







. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. C C 0 0













. O G O O
. c o c o





. 0 0 0 0






















































0 0 0 1
0 0 0 4
0 0 0 ?
0 0 0 3
C C 0 1
0001
3 0 0 0
o c o o
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
•"-""" NODE
OESCRrPTION
BASE R N G / D W S SKIRT
O W S / T U INTERFACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 BOTL1»+Y *Z
rAS 02 30TL2»*Y *Z
FAS 0? R O T L 3 , - Y +Z,
PAS 02 gOTL4 , -Y +Z
FAS 02 ^ O T L ^ t - Y -Z
FAS 02 3nTL6, -Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, +Y
F A S / A M / D A IF, -»-Z
FAS/AM/1A IF, -Y
F A S / D A T- , -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
P A S / O A IF, +Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR WB
AM TUNNEL'STS IF
M Q A / S T S INTERFACE
MDA C D N E / 3 Y L ITRFC
N? T A N K , +Y, LOWER
N? T A N K , f Y , JPPER
N2 T A N K , fZ, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -7, LOWER
N2 T A N K , -Z, JPPER
CM, FWO 9JLKHEAO
C M , A F T RJLKHEAO
SM, PWO 3 J L K M E A D
SM, APT 9JLKHEAO
LOWER 0 HTCH, OA
LOWEP +Y TRUNNION
LOWEP -Y TRUNNION
EREP = > A C K A G F C.G.
ATM PN 6,^ IF,OUTR
ATM PM 4,; IF,OUTR
ATM PNJ 8 f l IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN ?>,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 TF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR
ATM PN 2,'? IF,INNR
CMG, -Y SIDE
CMG, +Y 5 1 HE
CMG, *< 5IOE
ATM S A S , ?N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , PN 5
ATM S A S , PN 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
.?219 .3995 .0018 .0702
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TABLE A-5 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
' T E S T MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY









ATM-RACK ,CMG S, <+-SA S
ATM-S 3 AR CENTER





. 1 2 a 9
.0111
. 0 0 3 U
. £135





( O Y >
. a io i
. O Q Q C
. 0 0 0 0
, O O O G
. c a o i
- . 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 2 6
. 3 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
.3567 . 0 0 2 6
GMC
< r ) Z )
.0152
. 0 0 2 ?
. one








( T X )
.110;
0.
. c 3 £ L
o. .
• C 0 it **
c.
. C O O t .
. C O O L '
o r, 0 C t
. r a Q «t
GMC




. C 0 0 7
0. .









( T Z )
. 0000
0 .




- . 0 0 0 0
0 .
. 0 3 0 0
.0013
TOTAL CONf RIPUTION5 FOR EACH COMPONENT
B R / O W S SKIRT/ IU/FAS
6 -FAS 02 TH.NKS
M D A / S T S / A M




• 0 2 3 < »
A T M - S P A R CENTER






TABLE A-6 G^I -^AL T Z E O MASS H O N T P I B U T I O N S B Y * O E G R E E OF
























































( O X )




. T 0 6 2
. 0 ^ 5 3
. 1037
. O H I O '
. 1001
. C -1 0 3
. 0 - 5 3 3
. 3 0 0 5
. 1 0 0 0
. n n o a
. loci
.Oil7
. 0 0 2 7
. OH 38
.•1130
. 1 C Q 6
. lOOi*
. 0 0 0 9
. 1013
. 0001
. 3 0 0 1
. 0 0 2 9
. 0 0 2 3
. 0 0 3 1
. 0 051
.noo i
. n ? 0 6
. o o o < +
. 0022
.022*
. 0 7 9 3






. 0 0 7 6
. 0 ? U O
.01U6
. 00 0 ?.
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 9
. 0 0 0 8
.0536
. 0 5 0 5
GMC
(DY)
. 0 0 0 0
. o c o n
. n o o o
. " C O O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 1 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. n n o c
. o n o o
. 0 ? 0 0
. o n o o
. o o o c
- .
n ? 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. o n c e
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 * 0 0
. o n o o
, O n o o
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0100
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. O C O Q
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. n o o o
- . 0 0 0 0
- . o ro i
- . 0 0 0 1
.ooo 'o
- . 0 0 0 0
- . n n o o
-.nroi
. 0 0 0 3
. r? «? o o
- . 1 ? 0 1
- . 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 ^
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. o n o ?
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 9
.0108
.0001




. 0 0 0 2
- .0003
. O O C f *
. C 0 0 < *
. 0 0 0 7
. 0 0 0 5
. 0 0 0 ?
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 000<*
. 0 0 0 7
. 0 0 0 1
. 0001
. 0001
. 0 0 0 ?
. 0 0 2 0
. 00<*9
.0058
. 0 0 0 0
. 000?
-. 0001
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 3 2








. 0 0 2 9







. 0 0 3 3
. 0 0 2 7








( T X )
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 0
. 00 00
. 0 0 0 0








- . o o o c
-. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 3 1













-. 0 0 0 0
- . o o o c





. 3 0 0 0























































































( T Y )
00 -8
OC13
0 0 3 2
O C Q 2








0 0 0 0
doof f
3026














































































































BASE R N G / D W S SKIPT
OWS/IJ INTERFACE
IU/PftS INTERFACE
FAS 02 30TL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 90TL2,-»-Y +Z
CAS 02 9 0 T L 3 , - Y +Z
FAS 0? 90TL^ , -Y -t-Z
CAS 02 90TL5 , -Y -Z
FAS 02 90 rL5 , -Y -7
F A S / A M / O A ir, +Y
F A S / A M / 9 A IF, +7
F A S / A ^ / O A IF, -Y
F A S / T A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
F A S / 3 A I- , *Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR W3
AM T U N N E L / S T S IF.
M D A / S T S IMTFPFA.CE
MHA CONE/ :YL ITRFC
M2 T A N K , « - Y , LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Y, LJ°PER
N2 T A N K , « -Z , LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Z, JPPER
N2 TANK -Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , -7, UPPER
CM, FWO 9JLKHEAT
CM, A^T BJLKHEAO
SM, F40 q jLKHEAO
SM, AFT T J L K H E A O
LOWER 0 LATCH, OA
LOWE" *Y TRUNNION
LOWFP -Y TRUNNION
EREP ^ A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN <*,; T F , O U T R
ATM PNJ
 3>1 IF, OUT?
ATM P \J 2 *3 T F , Q U T R
ATM P\! 5,? IF, IMNO
ATM P\J t»,5 IF, INJNP
ATM PN 3,1 IF,IMNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF, INN9
CMG , -Y SIHE
CMC, *Y 5 I DE
CMG, -J-X SIDE
ATM S A S j D M 1
ATM S A S » nN 3
ATM S A S , ^>N 5
ATM S A S , 3N 7
SPAR C E N T E R
G R A / C A N C £ M T E R
. 0 0 2 6 . 0 0 0 ^ . 02^7 .0550
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TABLE A-7 O R B I T A L C O N F I G U R A T I O N M O O f t L S U R V E Y
TEST MODES GENEPRLIZED M A S S CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY




5-FAS 02 T A N K S
10A/STS/AM
6-AM N2 T A N K S




A T M - G R A / C A N CENTER
SUH
GflC

















. 3 0 0 7
.3753











. H O f f ?
- . J-1 0 P
GMC
( T X )
. C i ^ 7
0.





•> C 1 D 5
.0211
G M C
( T V )





















TOTAL GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BR/OWS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 T&NKS
M D A / S T S / A M















TABLE \-8 r^NEP*LT7EO MASS CONTRIBUTIONS 9Y OEGREE OP























































( O X )
. 3 0 0 0
. f? ? 0 0
. 3 1 0 0
.0312
. 3 3 3 1
.1000
.0-109
. 0 0 0 6
• COM
. 0010
. i 0 Q 3
. n o i o
. 3 0 0 0
. G * a ]
. 000-1
. ,0 0 Q 0
.""0000
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 ?
. nn 01
. o o o a
.3100
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. 9 0 0 a
. 3 0 3 0
. 0 n 2 I
.v3 ? 13
. 0 0 0 3
.00?" '
. 0 5 0 5
„ 0 k ?~
.0100
- . o :••! o
. Q 1 •"$ ^
,0rll
. r i. 2 5
.0 ^ 95
. OH7
. 0 - 1 0 0
. 0 nou
. 0 0 1 2
• 0 9 3 * +
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 1 0




. 0° 1 2
. 0 0 0 ^
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 Q £
.0011
. o n o 3
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 5
.0101
. O C 1 7
. 0 ^ 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
.0001
- . 0 0 0 0
. O O O G
.0011
. 0 0 2 9
.00^6
. O C O O




. c o c o
.C010
. . 0 0 7 0
. r i '+ *»
.1^65
. O C 1 7
- . 0 0 0 fi
- . .0 C 0 8
. 0 0 C 7
. 0 7 26
. OC 2?
- . 0?t 7
. nc '?8
- , C Q C 3
. 0 0 5 9
. 0 < ^ C 7
. 1^-9^
. C 0 6 1
n <••. c g
.03°!
. j?0 Q't
. C r 0 2
, 0 0 0 «*
. 0 0 0 1
. T 3 2
. 0 " 2 3
GMC
(07)
. Q Q O O
. 0 0 0 0
. O Q O U
. 0011




. O C O « *
. 0 0 0 3





. 0 0 0 0
, 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 G 1
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
-. 0 0 0 *
. 0 0 0 1
. c o o o
. 0 0 0 7
. G O O 7
. 0 0 0 3
. 00*1
. O C 6 9
. 017'












. 0 0 0 0




























































































































































.' » M C
( T Y )
0 0 0 0
Q O Q O
o o a a
0 0 3 0
O Q O O
0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
O C G 3
Q 0 0 1
30 Gl .
O'O 0 0
0 G 0 0
o o c ^




















































. 0 0 0 2
.0001
. 0 0 0 5







. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 6
. C 0 0 3













. 0 0 0 * +








_ _ N.0.1E -
DESCRIPTION
BASF R N G / 3 W S SKIRT
O W S / T J INTEPFACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 ion.i'»+y +z
FAS 0? R O T L 2 , f Y fZ
FAS 0? 9 0 T L 3 , - Y fZ
FAS 02 30Tl<»,-Y fZ
FAS 02 10TL5,-Y -Z
FAS 0? 3 0 T L 6 , - Y -Z
F A S / A M / D A IP,S fY
P A S / A M / O A IF, fZ
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / D A I- , -Y -7
F A S / A M IF, -7 '
P A S / H A I - , fY -Z
AM TI I^ IMEL/SHEAR WR
AM T U M N E L / S T S IF
M o a / s T s INJTEPFACE
MQA C T N - / : Y L ITRFC
N ? T A S K , f Y , L O W E R
N? T f l N 4 < , fY, 'JPPEP
N2 T A ^ J K , f? , LOWER
N2 T A ^ J K , fZ, UPPER
M2 TA'J'K -7, LOWER
N? T ^ S J K , -7, UPPER
CM, FWH T J L K H E A O
C M , A F T R J L K H E A O
SM,. F^Q R J L K H E A O
S M , A ^ T 3 J L K H E A O
LOWEP 0 L 3 T C H , 9A
LOWER fY TRUNNION
LONE3 -Y TRUNNION
F.REP 0 A C K A G E C.G.
ATM P^ 5,7 TF,OUTR
ATM PN ^,5 TF ,QUTR
ATM PN 9,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PM 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PM ft, 7 T.P,INNP
ATM P^ £ f , 5 TF,INNR
ATM PVJ 8,1 IF,IMNR




ATM S A S , PN 1 '
ATM S A S , PN 3
ATM S A S , =>N 5
ATM S A S , ^N 7
SPAR :EMTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
'20 C , 0310
A-12
TABLE A-9 O R B I T A L C O N F I G U R A T I O N M O D A L SURVEY
T E S T MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRI8UTION SUMMARY














( O X )
• CC8<*
. 01^1
. C D 0 2
.G037

















, 6 Q 7 ^
GMC












( T X )











( T Y )




- . C O f l l
3.
. o a o o
.caa's
e C - 3 0 5
.C315
G^C











T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
PR/OWS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 T1NKS
M D A / S T S / A M
6 - A M N2 TAf tKS
COMMAND/SERVICE MOD.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY











TABLE A-10 GcMe i>at_iZEn MASS ~ONTPIHUTTONS BY OEGP.EE OF FRE E





















































. 3 0 3 1
.ono i
. 3 0 0 3
-| <- -| -p
.001*
- . 0 1 3 3
rj ^ l± Q
. C "0 2
. 0 0 0 3
. 3 0 0 1
. 1000
• o . J U
.0001
. o n o i
. 0 3 3 ^
. C 0 0 3
. 0 * 3 3
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 1000
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 C G 1
. 0 0 3**
-. ono i
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 <* *+
. 0 0 3 ^
. 3 0 0 3
. 0 0 3 5
. 0 2Q<+
. 0 069
, 0 ° 37
. 0 0 0 2
.0173
.0123
• . 0 0 3 8
. 0 1 *» ?
. 0 0 3 1
. O O J 1
- . 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 ?
. 0 0 3 0
. 0001
. 0 0 3 0
.0118
GMC
( O Y )
. C C 2 3
. 0 0 5 1
.0011
. 0 0 3 7
.0002
.«Jf :69
. 0 0 0 3
- . O C O O
. 0 0 0 8
- .0°01
. C 0 0 1
. 0 0 3 8
.0157
. 0 3 3 2
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. C 0 G 3
. On 2k
. P 0 0 7
. 0 0 0 1
.0169
. . 0 0 0 8
. P 0 7 3
.2^-33
. n -i 1 7
. 00 C*+
- . 0010
. O P 3 0
. ? f 7 3
.0178
. C Ci k 0
.0001
. o r 8 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 2 9
.0227
. O C O O
. o o o c
- . o n o o
. 000?
. 0 0 0 0
.0001
. Q 1 #<+
.0168
GMG
. 0 0 0 3 ,
. 00^7
. 0 0 6 2
. 0021





. 0 0 0 0
. 0039




. 0 0 0 0
.0000
. 0 0 0 2
. O O O f i
. 0007
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. O O C 3
. 0 0 0 0
.0018
. O C O t *








. -o o i ^
. . 0 0 8 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 3 2 ^
. 00CE





. 0 0 0 9
. 0009
• GMC















. 0 0 3 0
.0048







. 0 0 3 U
















. 0 0 0 1
, 0 0,0 2





. 0 0 7 5
.3159
GMC
















. 0 0 0 0







. 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0














. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 5
.0005
GMC " NODE \
( T Z ) DESCRIPTION
.0178 (BASE R N G / D W S SKIRT
.006? O W S / T J INTERFACE
. 0 0 9 0 IU/FAS INTERFACE
0 .• FAS 02 HOTL 1, + Y +Z
0. FAS 02 B O T L 2 » + Y +Z
0 . PAS 02 3 0 T L 3 , -Y +Z
0. FAS 02 B O T L < » , - Y +Z
0. FAS 0.2 BOTLS-V -Z
0. FAS 0? B O T L ? > , - Y -Z
















. 0 0 0 7















. 0 0 0 1






. . 0 0 3 0
.0097
F A S / A M / T A T? , *7
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
FAS/AM IF, -Z
FAS/1A I-, +Y -Z
AM TUMNEL/SHEAR W8
AM TUNNEL' STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MTA C O N P / 3 Y L ITRFC
M2 T A N K , « - Y , LOWER
N? T A N K , fY , UDPER
M? T A N K , f7 , L O W E R
N2 T A N K , *7 , 'JPPER
N2 T A N K -7, L O W E R
N2 T A N K , -Z, UPPER
CM, P^D nJIKHEAO
CM, AFT BJLKHEflO
SM, PWO HJLKHEf lD
SM, A rr T./'L KHEAO
LOWED 0 L A T C H , OA
Lfj^rp -i- Y f P'JNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E d,G,
ATM PN 6,7 i r ,QUTR
ATM PV <*,:, TP,OUTR
ATM PM 6,1 TF,0 'JTR
ATM PN ?T3 IF.OUTR
ATM PN e,,r IF.IMNR
ATM P\" k 9 5 IF, INN»
ATM PN -> -. i IF,INNR
ATM n\; 2 ,3 irs TNJMP
3 Mr; ^  „ y ;; T Of
CMG, - t -X SI HE
ATM S A ~ , 3N 1
ATM S f t S . ^N 3
ATM S A S f 3 N 5
ATM S A S o ^N r
SPA' "ENir:;R
G R A / C A N CENTER
>
SUM .1133 .1222 001! .0635
A-14
'* „
TABLE A-ll ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MOOES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY






































































































( T Z )






. O O C 2
.
.001*8
SUM .3625 .1632 . 321P . C 2 9 9 . C 2 9 2
T O T A L GH CONTRIBUTION FO^ EACH COMPONENT
BR/OWS- SKIRT/IU/FAS .1339
6-FAS 02 TBNKS -•4i02«»6
MHA/STS /AM .1126
6-ftM N2 T A W K S ,C35i»
COMMAND/SERVICE MOD. .1965
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY .0308
A T M - R A C K , C*GS,«»-SAS
 8 325<t
A T M - S P A R CENTER .0661
ATM-GRA/CA!«i CENTER
A-15
TABLE A-12 G r S " " R L T T P O M A S S C O N T R I B U T I O N S «3Y .DEGREE OF
























































( n x >




. 0 3 0 5
- . 0 0 0 3
. 0 3 0 1
. 0103
. C ""46
. 0 0 2 4











• J U J 1
. 0 0 0 1
. n ?• 3 2
. fK^~
. 0144
. Q •* 7 1
. PI 96
. 0 0 5 1
. 0 0 0 9
.0113
. o n o 7
- . 0 0 0 0
. 1287
. I" 4 3
.3*13
.0 151
. 0 0 6 6
- . 0 ^10
. 0 ^ 4 6
- . ? " 04
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 ^ 3 2
. 0 0 2 1
^ f\ "^ Clft j -j U O
. 0 0 0 4
. n o •} o
.
 r: *• 0 0





. 0 0 0 9
. P 0 0 5
. 0 0 0 1
.no io
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 5
. 0001
. 0001
. 0 0 0 0
,or i3
. D P 0 1
- . n n o o
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 ^ 0 8
.0067
.0110
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0001
. 0 0 0 4
, 0 0 0 ?
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 " 0 3
.0010
* v.' ' C fl
. 0 0 0 9




. 0 0 5 6
- . 0 0 0 6
- . 0 0 0 4
. O^IE
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 3 7
. 0 0 5 7
- . 0 0 0 0
' . 0 0 0 0
. 0010
. 0 0 0 8
. 0 0 0 4
. n o o n
. 0 ^ 0 0
. 0 C 5 1






. O O C O
. 0 0 0 6
. 0031
. 0045
. 0 0 3 0
. 00 I7
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 3
. O C 2 0
. C O C O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
.,0012
. O O G 1
. a o o 7
. 0 0 3 8
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0003
. 0001
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 3 2C




. 0 0 3 3
. 0 0 0 3





































































( T X )
0059
0 0 2 6
0 0 3 8
3 0 0 3
Q C 0 6
Q C 1 3
00 G9
OC 16
0 0 0 3
0021
0 0 2 3
O C O O
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 3 2




















































( T Y )
0 0 7 3
0 0 2 8
0026
00 C 2
0 0 0 3
001B
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 4
O C 3 8
D O G 3
O G 2 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
O C 2 7
























































































( T Z )
0036
0 0 0 0
C018
0 0 0 5
0464
0291
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3
C Q.« 7
0014
O C 3 6
0 0 0 0









FAS 02 BOTL 1,+Y +Z
FAS 0? 30rL2 ,+Y +Z
PAS 02 90TL3 , -Y +Z
PAS 02 BOFL4 , -Y *Z
FAS 02 90TL C , -Y -Z
PAS 0? 10TL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IP, +Y
PAS/ A^ /HA IP, +7.
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / H A I", -Y -Z
P A S / A M TP, -Z




MOA C O N . E / 3 Y L - ITRFC
N2 T A N K , + -Y , LOWER
N2 T A N K , ^, 'JPPER
N2 T A N K , *Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Z, JPPER
N ? T A N K - - Z , L O W E R
N2 T A N K , -Z, 'JPPER
CM, PW9 ^JLKHEAO
C M , A F T R J L K H E A O
SM, PHD TJLKHEAO '
SM, APT B J L K H E A O
LOWER 0 L A T C H , OA
LOWER +Y TRUNNION
LOWF.P -Y TRUNNION
ERE<> P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN i»,j IF,OUTR
ATM °N 8,1 TF,OUTR
ATM P\ ' 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM P->) 6,^ TF,INNR
ATM PN 4,? TF,INNR
ATM P\j 3,1 JF, INNR
ATM PN 2,3 . IF, IMNR
CMC, -Y SIDE .
CMP, *Y SIDE
CMG, *-X SIDE
ATM S A S , PN 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , PN 5
ATM S A S , PN 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
.1600 3210 . 0299 . 0 2 9 2 1349
A-16 • -
TABLE A-13 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODE'S GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY








DEPLOYMENT A S S E M B L Y
A T M - R A C K , C M G S , 4 - S A S
ATM-SPAR CENTER













( D Y >
. 0111






. C J 3 7














< T X ) ( T Y )
o C 3 0 C .0178
C. 0.
. C 3 3 1 ,0319
0. C.
.rioV . G 3 2 9
C. 0.
- . L 3 0 C . . 0 3 2
. C 3 - Q 6 .C359












SUM .0245 .4927 .0011 . G 3 8 4 .0338






















MASS CONTPIRUTIONS RY DEGREE Oc FPEE001
























































. c o ^ o
.00*1
.0015
. 0 0 0 1





- . 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 * *
. ' 0003
. 0019
. 0 0 0 3







« 0 D 0 ?
. «J ? 1 .3
. 0 H 1 3
. 0 0^9
. 0 0 6 0





- . 0 3 0 0
. 0 3 1. 9
, I7:?!
. 0 ^ 9 ?
'. 133U




. 0 . 3 2 3
, 0 P 6 3
. 0 " 36
. 0011
. 0 0 10
.' 1 0 0 1
, C 0 0 1
. 0 7 25
. 1^91
GMC
< O Y )
. C 0 0 8
. 0001
, 0 0 0 C
.5001
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0001
. 0 0 0 ?
. 0 0 .0 0
. O P O C
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. o o c o
, 0 0 0 0
. o o c o
. 0 0 0 0
. 3 -10?
, on 9**
. 0 ,? 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. " C O O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 1
, 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. i cco
. 0157
. 0 0 8 3
. 1000
. 0 0 2 2
. O p G k
.0101
- . o c a *
- . 0 ?• 0 C
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 " 1 7
- . 0001
. C G a 0
. 0 0 0 0
. or o 2
. 0 C' i 1
,0010
, 0 0 0 1
.0001
. 0 0 0 7




















































I P Z )
0*E9
C 0 9 ?
G1U3
0027
0 0 2 3
0 0 2 9
0027
0015
O G 0 5
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 ?
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
O O C 3
001 s ?
0001
0 0 2 ^
0 0 5 2
0 0 0 ^
0 0 0 ?
0 0 0 ?
0 3 0 0
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0
0 0 5 9
0 0 0 0
0001
0 6 3 9
0121
0012
0 0 2 9








A Q £* O






< T Y >
- . 0 G 0 C
. 0 0 3 0














. 0 0 0 0
. a o o o
. 0 0 0 0







. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 0
. 1001













- . 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 Q 0





. 0 0 0 6




































< T Y )
. ulQi»















. 0 0 Q 3
. 0 C 1 2







a O C O ^
. 0 9 0 3
. 0 0 - 3 2













. 3 0 C O
.1001


























































( T Z )
O G O C
C G O O
I 3 G O C
0 0 0 1
c o o o
O G C O
0 0 0 0
DE
HASE ?










F A S / A M
F
 A S / 0
F A S / A M
F A S / D
AH TUV
AM TUN










9 0 T L 2 , * Y +Z
90TL3 , -Y +Z
q O T L ^ j - Y +Z
WwSj-Y -Z
30TLr , -Y -Z
/HA IF, *Y
/T4 IF, -s-7 '
/OA IF, -Y
A TP, -Y -Z
IF, -7
A !=•* *Y -Z




K, fY , LOWER
K, +Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , f? , LOWER
N2 T A N K , >Z, UPPER
C O G O
0 0 0 0
0 0 2 3













a T M P •••!
fl J ty O N
£T M P M
K -Z, L O W E R
K, -Z, UPPER
D 9 J L K H E A O
T T J L K H E A O
0 T J L K H E A O




A C K A G E C.G.
6,? IF,OUTR
^,3 IF, OUT"
•'•;»! r p 5 O U T R
2 » 3 T F , O U T R
:
 :> t /" IF , INNR
ATM PM i*
 f 3 TF,IMNR
0100
0 0 0 0
G O O D
0 7 2 5
O Q 1 0






A T M S A
AT M S ft
A T M S A
SPA !? C
G R A / C A
3?i TF,INNP.
2 ,3 TF, IMNR
-Y 3I1E
*Y S T D c
v X ".I OF
S , D N 1
S r =»N 3
S, 3N v
S, SN -
E ;-i T E f ?
N C E N T E R
SJM .0011 , 0763
A-18
TABLE A-15 O R B I T A L CONFIGUP AT ION M O D A L S U R V E Y
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY




5-FAS 02 T A N K S
MOA/STS/AN






















O C 7 3
G152
C C O O
00 01
GMC
































C T X )
.1281*
C.




. 0 3 0 2
.*• J79
. c 1 1 r.
G^l C GT C
C T Y »
. G 3 3 0
? .
. C 3 0 1
Q.
-. u3 0 1
0.
. ( 3 3 C
. D 3 Q O


























T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR E A C H COMPONENT
BR/OWS SKIPT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TftNKS





A T M - S P A R CENTER








TABLE A-16 r,ciF.«>A i_T7 ED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS RY OEGPEE OP



















































( O X )
. 0 0 0 0
. n o o o
- . 0 0 0 0
.3*18
. 0013
. 0 0 0 6
. i 009
. 0 n?o
- . 0 0 0 1
.001?
. O C 0 1
.001?
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. . 0 0 0 3
.0004
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 4
-. 0" 01
- . 0001
. o n o o
. 0 ^ ? ?
. 0 0 2 1
- . 0 0 0 0
- . o n o 3
.0010
. 0 0 4 ?
. 031?
. 0 0 0 1




. 0 0 0 7
,. . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 n 0 3
, 0 0 0 1
GMC
( D Y)
. Q ^ O O
- . 0 0 0 1
. H O O F
- . 0 0 0 0
.0021
. 0? 16
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 8 3
.0149
. O C 1 2
.00.21
. 0 0 2 4
. O C 1 5
.0059





. 0 0 0 4
.?no
. no 02








- . n o o s
- . 0 0 0 8
. 0 0 0 2
.0156
.0161
. n ? ' 3
, flc 5 1
-. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 0 0 1





. r D, o 3
. 'n r o 3
. o r c 3
















-. 0 0 0 4
. O O C O
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 3
, 0 0 0 1
, 0001
, 0 0 0 3
..0016
,001*
. 0 0 0 0
, 00 OC
. 0000
. c o o o
. 0 0 0 0
. 0009
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
- .0001
-. 0 0 0 2




. 0 0 0 8
. 0 0 0 ?
. 0019
. 0050
. 0 0 0 3







- . O O C O
. 0 0 0 0
GMC
( T X )
. 3681
. 0 2 2 3













. 0 0 2 3
. 0 0 7 7
























. 0 0 0 0
















































' ( T Y )
. 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0001







. 0 0 0 0
-, c o o o
. 0 0 - 3 0













. 0 0 3 0






. 0 0 0 0


















































GMC -NODE. . ..__ __
( T 7 ) DESCRIPTION
0129 BASE R N G / O W S SKIRT
0 0 2 3 OWS/IU INTERFACE
0183
0 0 0 4
0 0 5 9
0021








F A S / A ^
F A S / A M
F A S / A M







































N2 T A N K , fZ
0 0 0 7
0026
0 0 0 1
0 0 7 2
0 0 0 0
G O O D
0 0 0 0



















































































.SPAR C E N T E R
G R A / C A N CEN TER
. 0 < .0983 ,?573 . 0001 0493
A-20
TABLE A-17 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MOOES GFNEP&LI7ED HftSS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY











































< O Y )
. 0 0 3 0






. C 3 1 1
























( T X )
. C O O L
n.
- . C 0 0 1
0.
. C O G 2
0.
. roof
. c a o 2









o C 3 0

























SUM .0596 ..182 .8530 .C1G2 .1562 .0026
T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR E A C H 'COMPONENT
R R / O W S SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TBNKS
MDf t /STS/AM
6-ftM N2 T A W K S
COMMAND/SERVICE MOD,
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
A T M - R A C K , C H G S , ^ - S A S
A T M - S P A R CFNTER








TABLE A-18 GEIFoa L T 7 F O MASS ~ O N T P I R U T I O N S 3Y O E G R E E OF FPEE001























































. 0 0 0 5
.0011
.Oil-'
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 7
. 101?
. 0 0 0 ?
-,oni6
.oiiq
. O P O l
.0011
. 3001
. 0 0 0 0
.Tn5
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 1
. 0 0 0 ?
.0004
. 5001
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
.0001
. o n o o
. 0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 0°16
. 0 0 0 6
.0^15
. 0 0 0 7
- . 3001
. 0 0 0 4
. 000 !
. n n o o
- .0001
. 0014
. 0 0 0 7
. oon
- . 0001
. 0 0 3 1
.0016
. 0 0 0 8
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 5
- .moa
- .0001
. 0 0 0 ?





. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
.0006
. O P 0 3
. 0 0 0 4
.0003 -
. o c o o
. o r o o
- . 0000
- . 0 0 0 ?
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- .0100
. 0001
. n o o o
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. o c o o
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0001
- . 0 5 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0066
. p?&q
. c c o o
. 0007
. 0 0 0 4
. 0 0 0 2
- . o c o o
.nnoi
. 0 0 0 0
. 9 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. o n o c
- . 0 * 0 0
. P O C O
- . 0 0 0 0
-< onoi
. O O G 2
. 0 0 0 1
. O D 0 1






















. 0 0 0 1
. 0 3 0 4
. 0 0 0 4
.0009
. 0 0 0 4












. C ? C 9
. C 3 0 8














. 0 0 0 0
. o o o c













. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 3 0







. 0 0 0 4
-. 0001














- . 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0


























































( T Y )
0065
0 0 0 6
O C 0 2
/
3 0 3 7
OG15
0 2 3 1
0021
3041
0 0 0 5
0031
0091
0 0 0 0
0000
0 0 0 0
0004































































































































PAS 0? 30TL1, + Y tZ
FAS 0? <30TL2 ,+Y +Z
PAS 02 30TL3,-Y +Z
PAS 02 30TL4, -Y +Z
FAS 0? =50TL r , -Y -Z
FAS 02 <30TL6,-Y -Z
P A S / A M / T A IF, «-Y
F A S / A M / D A IF, +7 -
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / 1 A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M TF, -7
F A S / O A I-, *Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR WB
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA CONE/ :YL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , +Y , LOWER
N? T A N K , + - Y , UPPER
N2 T A N K , « - Z , LOWER
N2 T A N K , +7, U°PER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , -Z, UPPER
CM, FMO ^JLKHEAO
CM, AFT IJLKHEAO
SM, Fr fQ 3ULKHEAO
SM, AFT HJLKHEAO
LOWE" 0 L A T C H , OA
LOWER *Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
ERFP ° A C K H G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 TP,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 TF,QUTR
ATM PN 3,1 Ic,OiJTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IP,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,INNP
ATM PN 3,1 IF,INNR
ATM PN 2,3 TF,INMR
CMG, -Y 5 I HE
CMG, +Y SI HE
CMG, +X >IDE
ATM S a ? p 3N 1
ATM S A S , :>N 3
ATM S A S , 3M ?
ATM S A S , PN 7
SPAP C E N T E R
G R A / C A N C~NTER
.059F . O l f l ? .8630 . 0 0 0 3 .0562 .0041
A-22
TABLE A-19 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY




6-FAS 02 T A N K S
MDA/STS/AM
3-AM M2 T A N K S
COMMAND/SERVICE MOD.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
A T M - R A C K , C M G S , « » - S A S
ATM-SPAR CENTER













( D Y )
.P359
.0299

















. 0-3 0 C
GMC







. i o n i
. C 3 2 1
. 0 3 2 8
GMC
( T Y )
- .0300
0.




. C 3 G Q
. C O O S
. L 3 3 0
GMC







. G O O D
0 .
. 0 0 0 9
SUM 0215 .875? .C1C1
TOTAL GM CONTRIBUTION FOR E A C H COMPONENT
B R / O W S SKRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TANKS
M D A / S T S / A M













TABLE A-20 <~,r^rpftL I7 EO *ASS ^ONTRIRUTIONS BY DEGREE OF























































( H X )
. 0 0 3 3
. 3 0 0 0
. T Q O O
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 3 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. O P 0 2
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 ^ 0 3
- . 0 0 3 0
. 0001
. 0 ^ 0 0
- . 0 n 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. .ocoa
. c n o o
. 0 j 0 3
- . 0 0 0 0
. o n o o
. ? 0 0 0
, 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 3 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 4
. 0 ??6
. 0 " 0 3
. 3 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 3011
. 0 1 3 0
. 0 " ? ?
, 0 0 0 3
. 10 J<=>
. 0 0 0 4
.0016




. CO' 3 4
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 ? 0 0
. 0 3 0 0
"" » L; j J 'i
- . 0 0 ) 3
. n o o o
. 0 0 3 0
GMC
™~"(OY)"
. n ? o 5
. O C C O
- . O C O O
. 0" 3^
•. 51 e 2
.0061
. 0 *34
. O C 2 4
.0163
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 9
. C O O O
. 0 0 0 4
.noio
. 0 0 3 1
. n n o c
. O O O l
- . 0 0 0 0
. no 05
. n o o o
. o o o c
. 0 0 0 3
. 0701
. 0 ? 0 2
. 0 ^ 0 0
. 0 0 0 9
- . 0 0 0 1
. or 3 o
.CDll
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 1
- . O C O O
. 3 n .1 7
- . O P O O
. 0 0 0 6
. 101 1
. 0 3 3 7
. P 0 6 2
. 0 0 3 9
- . n o o 3
. 0 0 0 1
. O C O i
. c a o i
• . 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 n C 0
- . n o o o •
. 0 0 0 7
. 0 0 0 5
GMC
<n?)
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
.0012
. 0064






. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 2 3
- .0001
- . O C C O
.0301
. 0 0 0 0
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 ?
. 000?
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
-. 0001
. 00 28
-. 3 0 0 9
.-. 0012
. 0 0 0 0
. 0013
, 0012




-. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 9
. 0013
. 0 0 0 4
. O O O 7
. 0 0 0 5





. O C O O




































. 3 3 2 4
.0113













, o o c ?
• 3 - 0 2 C
. O C 3 7 '























. O C O O
. 3 0 0 0





. 3 3 2 1
. O G 2 B
GMH
( f Y )
. 0000
. 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 3
. O ' O O O
- . O C O O







. 0 0 3 0
. 3 0 0 1
- . 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 3
- . 0 0 3 0


























































( T Z )
0 0 0 1
0001
C 0 0 7
0 0 0 0
0043
0017
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0014
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 9
NODE
DESCRIPTION
RASE 3 N G / 3 W S SKIPT
O W S / T U INTERFACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 0? lOrtl.+Y +Z
FAS 02 goTL2 ,+Y +Z
FAS 02 10TL3,-Y *Z
FAS 02 B O T L 4 , - Y +Z
FAS 02 B O T L r , - Y -Z
FAS 02 30TL6 . -Y -Z
F A S / A M / Q A IF, +Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, *Z
F A S / A - 1 / H A IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -z
F A S / D A T r , +Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR W9
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S I^TERFACE
MHA C O N E / 3 Y L ITR^C
N2 T A N K , « - Y , LOWER
N2 T A v J K , fY, UPPER
N2 T A > J < , « - Z , LOWER
N2 T A ^ K , +7, UPPER
N2 T A N K -z, LOWER
N2 T A M K , -7, JDPER
CM, FHO 1JLKHEAD
C M , A - T R J L K H E A O
SM, FHO BJLKHEAO
SM, A^T q jLKHEAO
LOWER 0 L Q T C H , DA
LOWER +Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E C . G o
ATM P^ 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PNI 8,1 I^OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 TF,OUTR
ATM PM 5,7 TF,INNR
ATM PN i»,5 IF,INNR
ATM P^ 3,1 'IF,INNR




ATM S A S , =>N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , PN 5
ATM S A S , 3N 7 '•
SPAR C E N T E R
GR A / C A N CENTER
. 0401 ^755 i O O l 0094
A-24
TABLE A-21 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION HODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIPUTION SUMMARY




6-FAS 02 T A N K S
SOf t /STS/AM





A T M - G R A / C A N CENTER
SUM
GWC




. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 2 2
. l<+77
. OC 3 *»






. 0 0 0 3
.1116
• i)0 5 *»
.3392











. - . 0 3 0 C
, 0 - 3 0 0
GMC
( T X )
.0209
G.
- . P 3 C i»
0.
. C 2 9 C
t .




C T Y )
. co a i
0.
- . f cO 3C
3.
o C O O O
0 e .
-.co no







( T Z )










T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR E A C H COMPONENT
9R/OHS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TUNKS














TABLE A-22 G ~ N - D 1 L T 7 E O MASS CONT" IBUTIONS BY DEGREE OF
























































- . 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 9
. 0 0 3 1
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 6
. 0 0 0 3
-. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 ?
- . 0 0 0 0
.0001
- . 0 0 3 0
. 3 0 0 0
. 0001
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 * 0 0
- . 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. o o o o
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 3 0 0
. o n o o
.0013
. 0 0 0 8
. o o o o
. 0 0 0 6
. 0 711+
.0716







. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 7
. 3 0 T 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 3 0 0 4
. 0 0 0 3
GMC
( 0 Y >
.0099
. 0 0 0 3
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 9
. O P 0 6
- . 0 0 0 0
. o c o n
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 < ? 0 0
.0010
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
- . 0 0 0 0
. ^ n o o
. 0001
. 0 ? 0 1
. O P 5 6
. 0294
. 0 0 0 0
. o o o o
. 0 0 0 1
.0001
. o c o o
. 0 0 0 0
.0461
.0207
. 0 ^ 9 7
. C751
. C Q 4 1
. 0 0 0 6
.0001
- . 0 0 0 5
.0191




. 0 7 0 0
.0013
.0178
. 0 0 7 3
.0078
.ono i
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 3







. Q Q 4 9
. 0017
. 0 0 0 9
.0031
. O C 7 3
. 0023
. 0019
. 0 0 0 0
. 0329
. O O C 7
-. 0000
. 0 0 0 3
. O O O O
. 0 0 0 0
. O O O O
.0001
. 0 0 0 5
. 0 0 0 3
. O O O O
. O O O O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
-.000.3
.0011
- . 0 0 0 0
-. o o o o
. 0 0 0 2
.0016
. 0007




































































_ . G M C
< T X )
0142
0 0 2 7
0039
0031
O C 0 1
0 0 0 1
O C 0 1
0034
0 0 6 0
30 6P
3127
O C C 2
O C O F





























































































( T Y )
0001
o o o o
Q O O O
O C O O
c o o o
c o o o
o o o o
O Q G O
O O O O
o o o c
o o c a
00 CO
o c o o























































. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 8
.0048








. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2













. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 3 3












FAS 02 ROTL1,«-Y +Z
FAS 02 9 0 T L 2 , + Y +Z
rA<!- 02 9 0 T L 3 , - Y +Z
FAS 02 B O T L 4 , - Y +Z
FAS 02 90TLS-Y -Z
FAS 02 10TL6.-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, +y
F A S / A M / T A IF, +7
F A S / A M / O A Ic , -Y
F A S / T A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -7
F A S / D A IF, +Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR HR
A* TUMNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S T^TFP' r 'ACE
MDA T Q N E / 3 Y L ITRFC
N2 T A N K , +Y, LOWFP
N? T A ^ J K , fY, U°°ER
N2 T A N K , « - Z , LOWER
N2 T A M K , *Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K ' -7, LOWER





LOWF;P 0 L A T C H , DA
LOWER +Y TRUNNION
LOWFP -Y TRUNNION
FREP P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,^ TF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,OUTR
ATM DN 3 f l TF ,OUTR
ATM PNJ 2,3 IF.OUTR
ATM PN s,r TF,INNR
ATM Pvj <+,5 IF,INNR
ATM PM <?, ! TF,IMNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF, TNNR
CMG, -Y 5IOE
CMG, fY STOF
C^G, 4-X 5 I OE
f lTM S A S , ^N 1
ATM S A S , =N 3
A T M - S A S , 3N' 5
ATM S A S , : >N 7
S°AP 3C f c jTE. 'P
G R A / H A N C E N T E R
.0010
A-26
TABLE A-23 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY


























































































( T X )
. r 2 1 8
0.








( T Y J




















SUM is? a . V772 .187P .C006 .01*30
T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR C A C H COMPONENT
HR/OWS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 T1NKS













, a < + 9 C
.9701
TABLE A-24 ' G E l ~ » A L 17 ED
TEST M O O F 1QB
A-27C O N T R I B U T I O N S PY T F G R E E OF






















































. o c o o
- .0 000
. 0 0 0 0
.0012
- . 0 0 3 0
. 3 0 0 2
. 9 0 0 5
. 0 ^ 0 5
- . O n O Q
. 0 0 0 2
- . O r 9 0
. O O D 2
- . 0 0 3 3
-.0 00"!
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. o n o o




. o n G o
. 0 0 0 3
- .0103
- . 0 0 0 3
. o n o o
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0014
. 1010
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 5
.0318
..0330





. 0 0 7 5
. 0 0 9 3
."000.
. 0 0 0 4
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 4
. 0 0 3 3
. 00 OS




















































< T Y >
0 0 8 7
O H 3 4
0 0 0 0
0?00
O G 0 5
1008
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
o n o o
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 8
0001
0003
0 0 0 0
0001
o c o o
0001
0 0 6 3
0 7 - 0 2
0 0 0 0
D O O O
0001
0001
o c o o





O Q 4 7
0003
0001







0 0 2 1
0071*
0074
0 0 8 0
0001
0 0 0 4
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 4
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 0
.0027
.0009
-. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 4
. 0 3 0 2
. 0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0005
. 0 0 0 3
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
-. ooco
. C011
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
.0001
.0023
. 0 0 0 8
. 0 0 0 0





































































( T V )
3149
3029
0 0 3 9
O O O C
0001






3 0 0 2
























































( T Y )
0 0 3 0
0000
3 0 0 0
0000
0000
C O O G
3 0 0 0
0 0 GO
0000
G O Q O
O O O C
O C O O
0 G 0 0
0000
0005







































































9ASE R N G / D W S SKIRT
OWS/IU INTERFACE
IU/FA3 INTERFACE
FAS 02 80Ttl,+Y *-Z
FAS 0? <30TL2,«-Y +Z
CAS 0? 30TL3, -Y +Z
FAS 02 BOTL4 , -Y + Z
FAS 02 30FLS-Y -Z
FAS 02 <30rLc ,-Y -Z
F A S / A ^ / O A IF, 4-Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, 4-7
F 4 S / A 1 / Q A IF, -Y
FAS/DA I-, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
F A S / D A I-, 4-Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR WR
AM TUNNEL'STS 1^
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA C D N E / C Y L ITRFC
N2 T A N K , 4 - Y , LOWER
N2 T A M K , « - Y , UP°ER
N2 TANK, 4 -Z , LOWER
N2 T A M K , « -Z , UPPER
N2 T A N K -7, LOWER
N2 T A M K , -Z, JPPER
CM, FWD BJL.KHEA9
CM, AFT RULKHEAO
SM, FWO T J L K H E A O
SM, AFT 3JLKHEAO
LOWER 0 HTCH, OA
LOWER 4-Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP 3 A C K A G F C.G.
ATM PN 6,f IF,OUTR
ATM P\| 4,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN| %1 TF,OUTR
ATM PM 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PNJ 6,7 IF, INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF, INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF, INNR




ATM S A S , 3N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , 3N 5
ATM S A S , 3N 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
.4772 .1870 .1394 . 0 0 0 6 .0436
A-28
TABLE A-25 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY





























. C 0 2 3
.0093
« 00^*6
. 0 0 0 0
-• ?3 QQ
GMC








.» 0 9 <» 8
o f"3 01
GMC
C T X )
. 0301
P o




. c o a c
























SUM . 3? 96 .1176 .M.99 .2307 .0021










. O C 6 6







TABLE A-26 r , ^ r p 9 L T Z E O MASS C O N T R I B U T I O N S 9Y D E G R E E OF FREEQ01


























( O X )
. 0012
. 1 CO**
. 0 0 0 < *
. 0001
. 0 0 0 1




. 0 0 3 1
. 0 0 0 0
. o o o u
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 6
, 0 0 1 2
. 0 0 2 1
. 0118
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0.0 2
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 2 7
. 0 0 3 3
. 0 95^
. 0 1s? 9
' . 0 0 3 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 * *
. 0021
• . 0 t) 0 3
. 0160
. 0 0 5 0
.0365
. 0«96





. 0 0 0 6
. 0 0 0 9
. 0 0 0 6
. O O Q < »
.000*
. 0 0 0 2
. 35^6
GMC
( 0 V )
. 0001
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0100
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 2
. 0001
- . 0 0 0 0
. n o o i
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . o r o o
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 0 0 0
• . 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. o n o o
. o c o o
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. Ofi 08
. O P 0 8
. 0 0 0 3
.000**
. 0 0 0 3
. O T 3 7
.0053
. 0 0 0 0
. 00 1 <+
. 0001
. 0 0 0 6
- . 0 5 0 2
- . 0 0 ^ * 3
.0018
. 0039
- . 0 0 1 2
. 0 0 0 1
.0001
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 6
. 0 0 0 8
. O C 0 6
. O O Q 1 *
. 0 0 0 0
- . n o o o
.0176
G M C
( O Z ) '
. 0 0 2 < *
. 0 0 0 1
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 0001
.0001
. c o o o
. 0 0 0 0
- .0000
. ocoo
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
-. 0 0 0 0
. 0000
. 0 0 0 0




. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000





. 0 0 7 3






















( T X )
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 C 0 0













. 0 0 0 0
. o c o o
. 0 0 0 0







. 0 0 0 0
- . o o o c
. 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0







. 0 0 0 ;
536
GMC
( T Y )
. 0 0 0 6
. 0 0 0 2













. 0 0 3 0
.0011
. 0006









































































. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0














. 0 0 0 0
.0001







. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0013













. 3 0 0 0











O W S / T U INTERFACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 10TL1,+Y + Z
PAS 02 30TL2,*Y +Z
FAS 02 BOTL3, -Y +Z
FAS 02 gorHft-Y +Z
FAS 02 90TL5, -Y -Z
FAS 02 30TL6, -Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, + Y
F A S / A H / O A IF, *Z
P A S / A M / D A IF, -Y
P A S / H A IF, -Y -Z
FAS/AM IP, -Z
F A S / O A !-, +Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR W3
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S ISTf-PFACE
MOA CONE/ :YL ITRFC
N2 T C N K , + -Y , LOWER
N2 T A N K , fY, UPPER
N2 T A S K , fZ , LOWER
N2 T A S K , fZ, UPPER
N2 T A S K -Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , -Z, UPPER
CM, FWO 3JLKHEAO
C M , A P T 9JLKHEAO
SM, F/*D BULKHEAD
SM, AFT 3JLKHEAO
LOWPR 0 L A T C H , DA
LOWER *Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN i*,J IF,0!JTR
ATM PN 9,1 TF,OUTR
ATM PS 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PS 6,7 TF,INNR
ATM PN <*,? IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 TF,INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,TNNR
CMG, -Y S T O P
CMC,, +Y SIDE
CMG, +X SI HE
ATM S A S , 3N 1
ATM S A S , :>N 3
ATM S A S , 3M ?
ATM S A S , 3N 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
. 2 0 0 7 .0025
A-30
TABLE A-27 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY











A T M - G R A / C A N CENTER
GMC






















. 0 0 0 6
.62^6
G^C








. 0 0 0 0
.03 IT-
CMC









































A T M - S P A R CENTER


















































-! 0 0 0 G
. 0 0 0 1
. 0366
. 0 0 3 5
. 0 0 0 1
. 9 0 0 1
.1312
. 0 G 13
- . 0001
. C G 0 0
- . 3 r O O
. 0 0 0 5
. o" n
. 0 0 0 0
.0*3 .03
. 00 31
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 1




. O O O C
.0047
..02Q7
. 0 7 0 0
.or. 07
. 0 0 0 3
. O C 2 3
. 0 2 0 8
. 0 0 4 6
. 0 0 0 1
. P 0 0 5
• . 0 0 0 0
.0092










. O P 0 2
.0019
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 a 6
.0018
. O H 0 9
. 0 0 0 5
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 2 0 0
.01301
. 0 0 0 0

































































o o o n
0097
0 0 0 5
0 0 0 3
0006
0001
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0
o o n o
0016
0013
0 0 0 3
0000
0 0 0 3
0003
O O O C
0017
0001
O Q 0 1
0 0 0 0
0000




0 0 0 9
0 0 0 6




0 0 0 4
0005
0003
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0










































































































































































































































































FAS 0? 10TL1,+Y >Z
FAS 02 30TL2 ,+Y +Z
FAS 02 BOTL?, -Y *Z
FAS 0? 80TL4, -Y *Z
FAS 02 R O T L 5 , - Y -Z
FAS 0? 3 0 T L 6 , - Y -Z
F A S / A 1 / O A IF, +Y
F A S / A ' l / O A IF, *7
F A S / A * 1 / Q A IF, -Y
F A S / T A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -7
F A S / T A I- , 4-Y -Z
AM TUSNEL/SHEAR W3
AM TUWEL'STS IF
M O A / S T S IMTERFACE
MOA C O N E / 2 Y L ITRFC
N2 T A N K , « -Y , LOWER
N2 T A M K , *Y, UPPER
N2 T A M K , fZ , LOWER
N2 T A N K , «-Z, JPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER
N2 T A M K , -7, JPPER
CM, Ft fO BJLKHEAO
C M , A - T RJLKHEAO
SM, Fr fO TJLKHEAO
S M , A - T T J L K H E A D
LOWER 0 LATCH, OA
LOWEP +Y Ff?'JNNION
LOWFP .Y TRUNNION
ERE" P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PM 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PM 4,5 TF,OUTR
ATM PM 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PM 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PM 6,7 IF, INNR
ATM PM i»,5 IF, INNR
ATM PNJ 8,1 TF,INNR




ATM S A S , DN 1
ATM S A S , PM 3
ATM S A S , 3N 5
ATM S A S , DN 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
0969
A-32
TABLE A-29 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
T E S T MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY














































































































. £ 3 2 8











. C Q 0 2
SUM .C737 .697C .1630 .0017
TOTAL GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
R R / O W S SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TRNKS














OF POOR QTTAT rmr
TABLE A-30 G r N r o f t L T 7 . E D MASS ^
A-33
IBUTTONS BY DEGREE OF FPEE001



























































. 0 1 3 k
. 0 0 8 0
. 0 0 2 6
, 01 73
. 0083
- . 0 0 0 0
. ? 081
. 0 0 0 5
. Gfl 0 2
. or 33
. o D a ^
. 0 0 3 3
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 3 0 2
. 0 0 0 ?
. O C 0 3
. 3 0 0 1
. 0 3 0 2
. 0 0 3 1
. " J O G ?
. 0 0 0 1
. 3 0 0 1
. 0001
. 0 3 0 1
. 000'
.0013





. 0 0 2 0







. 0 0 0 1
. o n o o
. 0001
, 0 0 0 0
• . O P O O
.0007






















































C 0 0 3
0 0 0 2
Op u*
0 0 2 3
Q G < » 6
0 0 3 3
0 ? 2 2
00 C **
OC12
n o O O
CT 0 1
03 0^ _
0 0 0 2
O Q 1 8
nn o i
0 0 0 5
0 0 2 1
O C O O
O n 10
0001
0 0 0 2
0001
PC 0 0
O O C 7
0 0 0 6
0027






0 * C 2
0 " 0 3
on 01
0 0 0 1





0 0 0 1
0001
0 0 0 0
o o o c
n c o i
0 0 0 0
o n o c
















. 0 0 2 0
. C 0 5 3
. O O C ?
. 025!+

















-. 0 0 0 0
. 0021


































































( T X )
0 0 2 5
001<t
O C 2 U
0 0 0 1
001<+
0 0 0 1
30 0<»
0 0 0 7
0 0 0 2
0 0 0 6
3 0 3 5
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 O D
0 0 0 3




























































0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
0 0 2 0
0 0 ^ 3
0 0 3 0
O O Q O
0 0 0 0
0028









































. 0 0 0 5
. 0001













. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2








. 0 0 0 0
.0000














. o o o c
. o o o c






. 0 0 0 2
NODF ..„_
DESCRIPTION
BASE R N G / O W S SKIRT
O W S / T U INTFRFACE
ID/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 BOfL l j +Y +Z
FAS 02 BOTL2 ,+Y +Z
FAS 02 30TL3 , -Y +Z
FAS 02 BOTL<» , -Y 4-Z
PAS 02 :.30TL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 BOTL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A ^ / D A IF, +Y
F A S / A ^ / T A IF, *Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / T A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
F A S / T A I r, +-Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR WB
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M D A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA C O N E / 3 Y L ITRFC
N2 T A N K , *Y , LOKER
N2 T A N K , « - Y , JPPER
N2 T A N K , + - Z , LOMER
N2 T A N K r fZ, JPPER
W2 T A N K -Z , LOWFR-




SM, AFT B J L K H E A O
LOWF.P 0 L A T C H , OA
LOWE0 +Y rPUNNION
LOWE" -Y TRUNNION
FP.EP ^ A C K A G E C.G.
ATM p\j c,,? TF,OUTP
ATM PN «» ,? TF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 TF,QUTR
ATM PM 7,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PM <3,f IF,INNR
ATM PN «* ,5 IFjINNR
ATM P^ 8,1 TF,INNR
ATM PN ?,? IF,IMMR
CMG, -Y 3 1 HP
CMG, +V ? T O E
CMG, >X SI^F
ATM S A S . 3 N 1
ATM S A S , PN 3
ATM S A S , =N 5
ATM S A S , 2N 7
SPAR CEMTEP
GR A / C A N ' C E N T E ?
SUM .6970 .0137 . l f > 3 0 . 0 0 2 V
A-34
TABLE A-31 O R B I T A L C O N F I G U R A T I O N M O D A L S U R V E Y
TEST MOOES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY















. O G 9 7
.0336





. O G 0 6
.or 16
GMC



























• f .") 1 1
0.
' .C30C
, . c ac i
' .1301
GMC
( T Y )
, f .g7 u
0.













- . C O 01
0 .
. 0 0 0 0
0 .
. 0302
.C560 .7615 .1307 .CD 07











































( O X )
. 3 0 0 0
• . 0 0 0 1
3 0 8 6 ,








































rpf iLIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS 9Y OEHREE Oc F ° E E 0 CW£» /f^%4 >
Monr
GMC
( O Y )
. O C O C
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 3
. Or 39
. 9 C 8 2




. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. fl 0 0 3





. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 0
. "101
. n o o o
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 7
. O C 0 6
. O C 0 7
. 0 C 1 3
. 0 0 0 2






. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 8
. 0 0 0 5
. OC 04
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
.nooi
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 C< 0 0
. 0001
. 0 0 0 0
.DIDO-
. 0 0 0 0


















. 0 0 0 2




















. 0 0 2 0
.0098















( T X )
.0017
. OG16













. 0 0 0 1
.3011
. O C 0 1







. 0 0 0 4
. 3 0 0 0
- . 0001













. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0




































- . 0 0 0 2
. O C 2 5













. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0









































































. 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0














. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0






. 0 0 0 2
— -- NODE „,.-—-.
DESCRIPTION
\
9ASE R N G / 3 W S SKIPT
OWS/IU INTERFACE
IU/FAS INTFRFftCF,
FAS 02 f30TL l»+Y *Z
FAS 02 g O T L 2 , + Y +Z
FAS 02 B O T L 3 , - Y +Z
FAS 02 30TL4,-Y +Z
FAS 02 30TL r , -Y -Z
FAS 02 lOTLft,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / T A IF, 4-Y
C A S / A M / O A IF, +7
P A S / A M / I A TF, -Y
F A S / D A T - , -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
P A S / D A ,Tr, 4-Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR MB
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA nNE/^YL ITRFC
N2 TANK, 4-Y LOWER
N2 T A S K , fY UPPER
N2 T A N K , fZ LOWER
N2 T A S K , 4-Z UPPER
N2 T A N K -7 LOWER
N2 T A S K , -Z JPOPR
CM, F40 9JLKMEA1
CM, APT 3 J L K H E A O
SM, PWO 3 J L K H E A O
SM, AFT 9JLKHEAD
LOWEP 0 L A T C H , OA
LOWER 4-Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E S.G.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,nUTR
ATM PS J»,5 TF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 TF,0'JTR
ATM PS 2,3 IF,'OUTR
ATM PN 5,7 TF,INNR
ATM PS 4,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IP^NNR
ATM D^ 2, ? Ir, INNR
CMG, -Y 5 1 HE
CMG, 4-Y >IOE
CMG,. *X 3IOE .
ATM S A S , PN 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , 3N 5
ATM S A S , ?N 7
SPAR CENTEP
G R A / C A N CENTER
.0415 .761F . 0096 .1307 .0013
A-36
TABLE A-33 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MOOES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY




^-FAS 02 T A N K S
MDA/STS/AM
5- AM N2 TANKS
COMMAND/ SERVICE MOD.
1EPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
A T M - R A C K ,CMGS,4-SAS
A T M - S P A R CENTER























. 0 5 0 2
. 01 46
. 0 3 0 2











' . 0 3 0 C
. 0 3 0 G
.3566.
GMC
( T X )
.C396
0.
. C • 0 0 2
C.
. v- 3 C 7
0.
. C 3 0 C
.CD 26
• C T 2 4
.C457
GMC























T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
B R / O W S SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TftNKS




A T M - R A C K , C*GS,<*-SAS
A T M - S P A R CFNTER
flTM-GRA/CAW CENTFR





• O C 3 0
A-37
TABLE A-34 RFME°ftL 17 ED MASS CONTPIHUTIONS TY DEGREE OF






















































( O X )
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 3 3
- . 3 3 0 3






. 0 3 05
. 0001
. 0 0 0 6
-. 3 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 2
. 3 0 0 3
, 3 3 0 3
- . 3 0 0 3
-. 0 3 0 3
' . G O O D
.0306
.3001
. 3 0 0 0
.0019
. 0 0 3 3
. 3 0 3 0
- . 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 3 1
.0019
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 0
.0061
. 3 3 2 0





. 0 0 3 7
. 0 9 0 7
. 0 0 1 0
- . 0 3 0 0
. 0 n o ?
. 0 0 0 4
.
 p; 3 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
.0301
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 9
• 3 H03
. 0 0 0 0
GMC
( D Y >
.0142
- .0001
. 0 0 0 2








. 0 0 3 8
.0118
.0074
. O H 2 7
'.0113
.0170
. n T 2 3
. 0 0 3 0
. O C 4 6
.0044
. 0 0 0 1 -
. 0 0 0 0




. 0 0 5 8
.0134
. 0 3 9 0
.0037
. 0 0 0 5
. 0 0 7 0
.0017
.0001
. O C O O





. n o o 4
. 0005
„ . O C O l
. 0 0 0 1
.0001
.0001
. o n o o
. 0 0 C 2







































































0 0 0 2










0 0 0 3
0036
0 0 0 3
0010
C 0 0 2
001?
0012
0 0 0 0
C O O ?
0 0 0 5
0014
0000
C 0 0 3
0 0 0 6
0 0 0 0
O C O O
0 0 0 0
GMC
















. O C 3 0
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0







-. 0 0 0 0
- . 3 0 0 1
. 3 0 0 3













. O C O G
. 0 0 0 C



























































( T Y )
0008




0 0 0 3
0001
0 3 0 4
0000
C O O O
O O D 2
0 0 0 5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0



























































































( T Z )
0084






0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 3
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0
C D O G
0 0 0 0





O W S / T J INTFPFACE
TU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 90TL1,*Y *Z
FAS 02 3 0 T L 2 » + Y +Z
FAS 02 1TTL3,-Y +Z
FAS 02 T O T L 4 , - Y 4-7
FAS 02 10FL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 10TL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / D A IF, 4-Y
F A S / A ^ / O . A IF, +7
F A S / A M / O A IF, -y
FAS/CM 1^, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -7 -
F A S / T A I- , 4-Y -7
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR W3
AM TUNNFL/STS IF
M Q A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA C O N E / 3 Y L ITRFC
M2 T A N K , 4-Y , LOWER
N2 T A N K , 4-Y JPPFC^
N2 T A N K , 4-Z L O W E R
N2 T A N K , 4-7 UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z LOWER
N2 T A N K , -Z JPPER




LOWER 0 HIGH, DA
LOWER 4-Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E C.G.
!UM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN *,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 TF,QUTR
ATM PNJ 2,3 TF,OUTR
ATV PN 6,* IF,INNR
ATM PN f + » 5 IF,INNR
ATM DN 8,1 IF, INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF, INNR
CMR, -Y SIDE
CMG , +Y 5 T HE '
CMQ, 4 -X 5 T O E
ATM S A S , 3M 1
ATM sfis, DN 3
ATM s a S , PN =
ATM S A S , 3N 7
SPAR C E N T E R
GRA/C' IN . C E N T E R
SUM 3341 , 4890 .3666 .04F.7 . 0 0 3 5 . 0612
A-38
TABLE A-35 ORBITAL .CONFIGURATION MCDAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIPUTION SUMMARY








DEPLOYMENT A S S E M B L Y





( O X )
.If 21
.012C
. 0 0 0 0
. G G C 1
,!JQ06
o O C 1 5
.01<t7
















( D Z >
.0165
.1186





- , . M C C
. 0 3 0 C
. ? 3 H < 4
G M C
( T X )
. C 1 U 3
C.
. C J 0 8
P. ,
, c i a ^
0.





( T Y )
. CO 0 2
•" •
.
r D O O
c.
, o j a i *
0.
. 0 3 0 0
.0012
. O D O < »
. 0023
GMC





. r a i 8
0.




T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BR/OH5 SKIPT/IU/FAS
5-FflS 02 TONKS












A.-39f fPALIZPD M A S S CONTRIBUTIONS BY DEGREE OF FREEDOM





















































( O X )
. 3 0 0 1
- . o n o o
. 3 3 0 0
- . 3 0 0 3
. n 0^6




. 0 0 0 3
. Q 3 0 < *
.0313
.1000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 3 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
, 0 300
, 0 0 0 0
- . 3 0 0 3
- . 0 0 0 0
.00.01
. 3 0 0 3
. 0 3 0 3
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 3 0
. D P O D
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 3 3 3
, 0 0 0 6
. noo i
. 0 9 3 *
. 0 0 0 ?
.3105
. 3 0 0 1






- . n C03
. 0 0 0 ?
. 0 0 0 ^
. o n o o
, 3 028
. 3313
0 '.' * •- J
. 010"
. 0 0 0 3
. 0301
GMC
( O Y )
. 0 ? Q 2
.0001*








. 0 •" 3 9
. 3031
. C^ 87
. O O O P






. O C 5 9
. OC 5k
.3001
. 0 3 0 9
. 0 3 3 3
. 3 - 7 3 3
. 3n '87
. O C 9 C
. 3^ 1T ,
n n Q p
.1337
. O O G i *
- . on o 3
.0133
. 0 0 0 5
. 33 2<*
* 0 p- 3 9
. 0 3 8 9
. 0 8 6 2
.0205
. C 0 9 5
. f* 3 9
.006?
.OH66
. 3 C 5 6
.0028
.•3013
. 3 3 2 5
. 0 0 0 5
. no 13
. 0 0 0 6
GMC
(07)









. 0 0 0 0
. 0 9 0 0
. 00 3T
. 0 0 0 ?
. O O G ?
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0001
- . O O O D
.0001 •
.0001
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. CO 01
. 0 0 0 ?
. O O C 1
.0016
. OS** 7
. 0 0 0 6








. 0 0 2 2
.00'+'*
. OlF-^









-. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
GMC
( T X )
. 0 0 2 ?
. 0 0 3 0














. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 6







- . 0 0 0 0
- . 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 * +
. 0 0 0 6








( T Y )
. O G J 1
- . 3 0 3 0













. 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 C 0 0







' - . O G Q O .
- . 0 0 0 0














, 0 0 0 0
- . Q 0 3 0
























. 0 0 0 5
.0016








- . C 0 0 0
- . c o o o














. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 3
.0061
NODE ••— • —
DESCRIPTION
•3ASE R N G / O W S SKIPT
OWS/TU INTERFACE
TU/FAS INTERFACE
PAS 02 ^OTL i j+Y +Z
FAS 02 >30rL2,+Y 4-Z
PAS 02 90TL3, -Y *Z
FAS 0? 30TL<», -Y +Z
PAS 0? =50TL5 , -Y -Z
FAS 02 30TL6 , -Y -Z
P A S / A M / O A IP, +-Y,
P A S / A ^ / O A IF, +7'
F A S / A M / 1 A TF, -Y
F A S / D A If, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IP, -7
F A S / D A I", *Y -Z
AM TUMNEL/SHEAR WB
AM T U M N E L / S T S IF
M D A / S T S INTERFACE
MHA C O N E / D . Y L ITRFC.
N2 T A ^ K , +Y, LOWER
N2 T A s J K t *• Y , JPpER
M2 T A N I K , fZ , L O W E R
M2 T A N K , 4 - 7 , LP°FR
N2 T A V J K -Z, L O W E R
••!2 T A N K , -Z, JP°ER
CM, FHO ^JLKHEAO
CM, APT BJLKHEAO
SM, C WO 9JLKHEAQ
S M , A ^ T T J L K H E A O
LOWER 0 L A T C H , DA
LOWPP 4-Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TPUNNION
ER'EP D A C K A G E C. G.
ATM PM 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN k
 t? IF,OUTR
ATM PM 3,1 TF,OUTR
ATM P^J ?,3 IP,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 TF,INNR
ATM PSJ i»,5 TF,:;NNR,
ATM PM 3,1 TF,INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,INMR
CMG, -Y STHE
CMG, -t-Y SIQc
CMG, -t-X 5 TOE
ATM S A S , 3N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , DN 5
ATM S A S , 3N 7
roflc? CENTiR
G P A / C A N CENTER
.1712 . 0 0 2 3 .0150
A-40
TABLE A-37 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
T E S T MODES GENERALIZED MASS C ONTR IBUTION .SUMMARY






























































. 0 3 0 0



























( T X J
. C 0 0 6
C.
. C 1 0 1
C.
. c a G 3
0.
. C 1 C 6
. C 3 3 1
. C J C 1
.C312
GMC






























TOTAL GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
8R/OHS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-r AS 02 TBNKS .1732
M D A / S T S / A M ,0:^9
6-AM N2 TASKS - .0057
COMMAND/SERVICE MOD. .6^13
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY .0290
ATM-PACK, CWGS,<+-SAS . O T 3 8































. 0 •?•<* 3
. 0 ° '+«»
. 0 0 0 U
. 0 0 0 7
. 0 0 0 7
. 0 0 0 0
. ? 0 0 S
. 0 3 0 8
. O C 0 9
.1006
. 0011
. 0 0 0 "
. 0538
0037
n r > 3 3
o n o i
00 00
O C O O
0 0 0 ' )
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
, 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 3 1
. 0 3 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. P O O O
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0




. O O Q « *
.000* *
,0010
. 0 0 0 3
.0011
. O C 0 9
. 0 0 0 7
.0 *20
. 0 0 0 5
.0001
.or- 02
. o c o e
. 0 0 3 2
.0005
. C"?0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. Of? 0 3
. 0 0 0 5
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. Q C Q O
. n c o o
. 0 0 0 3
. 0001
. o n o e
. O P O C
. 000**
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
.0006
. 0 0 0 5
. "001
. 0 0 0 0
. P O O O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. p n o o
. £ 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0100
. 0 0 0 0
.01)01
. o o o o
. 0 0 0 < f
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





























































































































































































FREQUENCY = 8 . 8 5
GMC














































































































































































-' ' ' ^NODE "
DESCRIPTION
9ASE R N G / O W S SKIRT
OWS/IU INTERFACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 30Tll,+Y + Z
FAS 02 <30TL2 ,+Y +7
FAS 02 3 0 T L 3 , - Y +Z
FAS 02 30TL<t , -Y +Z
FAS 0? 90TL5 , -Y -Z
FAS 02 90TL6, -Y -Z
FAs /A i /na IF,. +Y
FAS/AM/^ IF, +7
F A s / A M / n a IF, -Y
F A S / D A i", -Y -z
F A S / A ^ IF, -Z
F A S / T A T-, + Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR W9
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O a / S T S I^TE'FACE
MDA C O N E / ^ Y L ITRPC
N2 T A N K , < - Y , LOWER
N? TMK, *Y, JP°ER
N2 T A N K , *Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Z, JPPER
N2 T A S K -7, LOWER
N2 T A N K , -Z, UP°ER
CM, FKO 9JLKHEAD
C M , A r T 3 J L K M £ A D
SM 5, FWO ^ J L K H E A O
SM, AFT BJLKMEAr)
LOWER 0 L A T C H , HA
LOWER +Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
E0EP P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PM 6,7 TF,OUTR
ATM PS) <+,3 IP,OUTR
ATM PNi 8,1 T r ,OUTR
ATM PNI 2,3 IF, OUT"
ATM PN 6,f IF,INNR
ATM Pvj ^,5 TF,INNR
OTM PN 9,1 TF,INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,INNR
CMG, -Y SIDE
CMG, +Y Sinr
CMG, *X 5 THE
ATM S A S , 3N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , 3M 5
ATM S A S , 3N 7
SPAR C E N T £ P
G ' A / C A N C £ M T F R
0613
A-42
TABLE A-39 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
T E S T MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
































. C 0 0 2
• 20 oe
G^C
















. C 3 0 2
C.
. C 3 0 C
. T 3 0 5
.f .197
CMC


















. C O G O
0.
.000?
SUM . O H 3 3 .583T .3938 .C195 .0055







ATM-RACK,CTGS, ' f -SAS
A T M - S P A R CENTER






. 0 C 1 2
.0010
A-43
TABLE A-40 G - M ^ ^ L T T E D MASS ~ONTPIBUTTON<: QY DEGREE OF FREEDOM
T























































( O X )
. 0001
. 0 0 0 0
.100-3
.0002
. 0 0 0 1
. 0109
- . n Q 3 0
-.0-111
. 3 0 .3 2
- . o c a 7
. -3101
- . O G Q 3
- . 0 0 3 0
. O O C 1
,0 n p l 3
. 0 1 0 3
. 0 n r. <]
. n n o o
. . noo
. 1101
. 0 C j 9
..oncu
. 1113
. O G G l
. 0 0 0 ?
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 1
. 10 0 1
- . 3 0 0 1
.1035
- . 0 ^3?
. 0 0 0 8
. 3 3 0 8




. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 3 1
. 0 C 0 U
. riGi





. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 0102
. 0 0 0 0
GMC





. ? n 0 5 .
.0^37
.1^06















. O C 2 8
. C G 0 9
. 0 0 0 7
. 0 0 0 0
- .P«9*
. O O Q 7
. 0 0 8 7






. 0 ^ 0 0
.9002
. 0 0 0 9
. 0 0 0 1
- . 3 C O O
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
,0000'
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. P 0 0 2





















































0 0 0 3
9001























0 0 0 1
C036
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 T









0 0 0 0
C O C 4
0001
o o c o
0001
0001





















































( T X )
0006
9 0 0 1
9 0 0 6
_
3014
Q G 4 0
00*1
O G 4 H
3 0 3 2
O C O P
0 0 0 0
O O O G
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0000
O O O F
0 0 0 7
rrM.C
( T Y )
. O C 2 2














. 0 0 0 0
- .OJ300
. 0001







. 0 0 0 i
. Q C 0 2
. 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 0






























































































BASE R N G / D W S SKIRT
OWS/IU INTERFACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 BOTL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 3 0 T L 2 » + Y +Z
FAS 02 BOTL3 , -Y +Z
FAS 02 ROTL4, -Y +Z
FAS 02 "lOTLS-Y -Z
FAS 02 10FL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / T A IF, +Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, +Z
F A S / A 1 / O A IF, -Y
FAS/HA T r, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -7
F A S / D A T r , , fY -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR WB
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MDA CONE/ :YL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , fY , LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , 4 -7 , LOWER
N2 T A N K , fZ, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , -Z, UPPER
CM, FWO TJLKHEAO
CM, A C T gJLKHEAO
SM, FWO BJLKHEAO
SM, AFT B J L K H E A O
LOWE" 0 L A T C H , OA
LOWER *Y TRUNNION
LOWFP -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 IFjQUTR
ATM PN 4,5 TF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 TF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 TF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 5,1 TF,INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,INNR
CMf, , -Y SIDE
CMG, 4-Y SIOE
CMf,,.. + x SIDE
ATM S A S , °N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM SAS, 3N 5
ATM S A S , 3N 7
SPAP C E N T E R
G R A / C A N CENTER
0033 .5830 ,3838 .0195 .C050 . 0056
A-44
TABLE A-41 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
















































c o o n




. 3 2 0 2
- . 0 3 0 8
. C3*+5


































. C 6 0 3
C.
. C 3 0 C
. C 1(3 1
.C-30'l
GMC




. CO 0 3
0.
• TO 3 <f
0.
• C300


















SUM , 0 3 2 < J . ' •723 .0739 8192 . <50 1 3 0013














. Q f. 0 6
. 0 0 3 2
. o c a s
TABLE A-42
A-45
KASS OONT" IBUTIONS BY DEGREE OF FPEEQOM





















































f O X )
. 0 0 0 0
. C * 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0018
. 0 1 0 3
.0051
. O C 5 1
. 0 065
.0"!'
- . c n o o
, 0 0 0 0
- . C r . Q O
. 0 0 3 0
. 1 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 G 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.1001
. . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 1 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 1 C 0 0
- . 0001
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. n o o o
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
, 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3 .
- . o o o n
, 0 0 0 0
, o o o a
, 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
, 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. o n o o
. 0 0 0 0
GMC
( O Y )
. O C 0 2
. O C 0 2





. 0 0 2 3
. 0 0 3 0
. 0001
.0P48
. o c o o
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 G 1 8
. 0 0 0 2
. O T O G
. 0 0 0 4
- . 0 0 0 6
- , nno7
. 0 0 0 4
.0001




. P 0 2 3
.0019
. 0 0 0 5
. 0 0 0 3
- . 0 0 0 1
. O C O O
.0045
. 0012
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. O C O O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. P O O O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
, o n o o
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0












. G O U 6
.0019




. 0 0 0 2







. 0 0 0 2
. O O G 6
. 0001
. 0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0014
-. 0 0 0 0
. 0043
.0010
. O O G O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. O G O O
. 0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 0





























































0 0 2 5
3182
3341
O G O O
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0001
0 0 0 1
GM-C
( T Y )
. 0 0 0 3
- . O G O O













. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 0








. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0001













- . 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 0
. 0001
































































































































FAS 02 30TL1,+Y +Z
FAS 0? 90TL2,-«-Y +Z
FAS 02 90TL3 , -Y +Z
FAS 02 90TL4 , -Y +Z
FAS 0? q O T L 5 , - Y -Z
FAS 02 30Tl,6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, *Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, +z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / T A ic, -v -z
F A S / A M IF, -7
F A S / O A i-, «..Y -z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR W9
AM TUNINtL/STS IF
M O A / S T S IMTERFACE
MOA C D N u / C Y L ITRFC
N2 T A N K , « - Y , LOWER
N2 T A N K , i -Y , JPPFR
M2 T A N K , *Z , LOWER
N2 T A v J K , f -Z , JPOFR
N2 T A N K -Z , L O W E R
N2 T A M K , -Z, UPPER
CM, FHQ RULKHEAO
CM, AFT R J L K H E A O
SM, FdQ RJLKHEAO
SM, AFT H'JLKHEAD
LOWEP 0 L A T C H , OA
LOWER +Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PM 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PS i+,5 TF ,OUTR
ATM PN 3,1 IF,niJTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM P-J 6,7 . IF, IMNR
ATM PN ^,5 TF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF, IMNR




ATM S < \ S , nj i
ATM S<\S, 3N 3
ATM S A S , =N 5
ATM S G S , ^N 7
SPAR : E N T E R
G R A / C A N CE.NTFR
. 0 3 2 0 .0723 .0739 .8192 .0013 0013
A-46
TABLE A-43 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY





















• c o c c


















. 2 3 9 6
^ fl rt o





. ^ O O C
•
0 0 / > r
.•181?
GMC
( T X )




. C 3 3 6
C.
. C 3 C L
. C 3 »i V,
. D O J f
.6278
GMC
( T Y )




. CO 0 <*
r .
.CO 10
. • 0 J 2
. C O 0 2
.0329
GHC









. C O Q O
.C147
TOTAL GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
9R/OHS SKH?T/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TUNKS













. C C 0 3
.0013
A-47
TABLE A-44 r,=-N =-e>3L TZED MASS ~ ONTR I 0'JTTONS 9Y DEGREE OF






















































( O X )
. 0 0 3 0
- . 0 0 0 0
.0001
.0 i<*3
. 0 0 9 4
. 0 0 18
. 0 r t*^
. 9 "• 3 3
. 0 0 0 4
. 0 0 0 3
. 1 R 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 3 0
. 3 0 0 0
. O P 0 1
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 1
. n p o o
• P 0 0 3
- . 3 0.0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. O O O Q
.10 0 0
. o r: 3 o
. 0 POT
. 0 0 0 ^
- . 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 4
. 0 0 0 5
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 (1 0
. 0 Q 0 0
. 3 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0
. o n o o
.1000
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
- .0 000
. o n o o
. 0 0 0 0
GMC
( 0 Y )
.0012





- . 0 0 0 0
. 0° 39
. 0048
. o n o o
. 0060
. 0 0 0 0
- . c c o o
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. O C 1 8




. P f 2 7









- . 0 0 2 9
.0120
. 0019
. O O C O
. C O O O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. o c o o
. 0 0 0 0
. O O O Q
. O O O Q
.0000
. 00 00
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





















































































































































( T X )
0401






0 0 3 6
3 0 2 3
0 0 8 9
0188
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
o o o c
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
GMC
















. Q 0 01
.0001
. 0 0 0 3








. 0 0 : 2
. Q C 0 0













. 0 0 G C
. 0 0 3 0
































































































Fas 02 30TL1,*Y +Z
FAS 02 30 rL2 ,+Y +Z
FAS 02 30TL3, -Y +Z
PAS 02 BOTL'M-Y +Z
FftS 02 30TL=,-Y -Z
FAS 02 90TL6,-Y -7
P A S / A M / H A TP, +Y
P A S / A ^ / T A IP, +7
P A S / A 1 / T A IF, -Y
P A S / D & TF , -Y -Z
F A S / A M IP, -Z
P A S / D A I- , +Y -Z
AM TUNNEL /SHEAR w^
AM TUNNEL'STS IP
M H A / S T S INTERFAC-E
MOA C O N E / ^ Y L ITRFC
N2 T A N K , «-Y , LOWER
N2 T A N K , >Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , fZ , L O W E R
N2 T A N K , + - Z , UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z , LOWER
N2 T A N K , -7, U°PER
CM, FWO 9JLKHEAO
CM, AFT 9 J L K H E A O
SM, FWD R J L K H E A O
SM, AFT T J L K H E A O
LOWER 0 L A T C H , OA
LOWER +Y TPUNNION
LOWEP -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PN) 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,QUTR
ATM PN 8,1 TF,OUTR
ATM PM 2,3 TF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 TF,INMR
ATM P.N 8,1 TF, INMR
ATM PN 2,3 TF,INNR
CMG, -Y S T O E
CMG, +Y 31 HE
CMH , . + x 51*)?.
ATM S Q S , 3N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , :>N 5
ATM S A S , 3N 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
SUM .P459 , .6278 0029 .0147
A-48
TABLE A-45 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
T E S T MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY









AT M - RACK, CMC S i «»-SAS
UM-SPAR CENTER























. C Q O C










. o o o c




( T X )
. L J O U
D.
. C 3 6 3
0.
. t 3 G5
C.
. O O G C
• C '3 G <+
. C 3 C E
. C 0 8 1
GMC
(TY)




. ta 2 9
0.
. G O O D















T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
R R / O W S SKIRT/IU/FAS
«^-FAS 02 TBNKS





A T M - S P A R CENTER











IZEO MASS " ONTR IPUTTDNS BY "DEGREE OF FPEEQ01


















































GMT( n x >
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 2 ?
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. O G O O
- . 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. " 0 3 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 3
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 3 1
. 0 0 0 *
, 0 0 0 0
. 0 ^ 0 3
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0-d ;3
. 0 0 3 1
. 0 0 3 ?
.001*
. on?
-. 0 3 0 1
- . 0 0 3 1
. 1 C 0 8
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. o n o i
. 0 0 0 3
- . 0 0 0 0
. J T O Q
. . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 3 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 ^ 0 0
- . 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 3 0
























































0 0 0 1
0016




0 ? 0 0
H Q 0 7
0 0 0 9
" C O O
CM*
0 0 0 ?







0 0 0 0
0122
n o o 6






O G 2 5
000?
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
o n o o
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
n n o o
o c o o
0 0 0 0























































0 0 0 3
O C 1 3
0038







0 0 0 0
0000
0000
0 0 0 0
000*
000*




O C C *
010?
05*1
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 5
0 0 3 3
0**6
0 0 2 2
0111




0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3
oo on
o o c o
O O O G
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0























































( T X )
0 0 0 0
0001
0 0 0 3
0006
0011
3 0 2 9
0017
Q 0 0 < *
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 ?
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
00 OS
0 0 0 *
0 0 0 5
----- GMC
( T Y )
. 000*
- . 0 0 0 1















. 0 0 3 6























. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 7
.0007




















































( T Z )
0013





0 0 0 0
00?i
0057
0 0 0 6
00?*
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
DESCRIPTIONy
*v
BASE R N G / O W S SKIRT
OWS/IU INTERFACE
IU/PAS INTERFACE
PAS 0? 30TL1,4-Y +Z
CAS 0? 30TL?,+Y +Z
FAS 0? B O T L 3 , - Y 4- Z
FAS 02 BOFL^-Y 4-Z
FAS 0? - T O T L 5 , - Y -Z
FAS 02 30TL6 , -Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, 4-Y
^ A S / A M / O A IF, 4-7
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -7
C A S / D A I r , 4-Y -Z
AM TUNNEL'SHF.AR. MB
AM TUNNF.L/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA C O N E / C Y L ITRFC
N2 T A N K , 4 - Y , L O W E R
N? T A N K , «-Y , UPPER
N? TANK., 4 -7 , LOWER
N2 T A S K , *Z, UPPER
N? T A S K -7, L O W E R
N? T A N K , -Z, 'JPPER
CM, FWO 3 J L K H E A O
CM, AFT BULKHEAD
SM, FSO ^ J L K H E A T
SM, AFT B J L K H E A O
LOWER 0 LATCH, OA
LOWER 4-Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 TF,OUTR
ATM PN ^, j TF,OUTR
ATM PS 3,1 TF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 I r,OUTR
ATM PS 6,T TF,INNR
ATM PS *,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 9,1 IF,INNR
ATM PS 2,J IF,TNNR
CMC, -Y SIDE
CMG, *Y 5 TOE
CMC, +-X SIDE
ATM S A S , ^ N 1
AT M S A S , 3 N 3
A T M S A S , 3 N ^
ATM S A S , SN 7
SPAP C E N T E R
G R A / C A N CENTER
007^
.7573 190? . 0081 .0107
A-50
TABLE A-47 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY




















. O Q U O
.0019
.0003
. G 0 2 5






. 3 0 0 3
. 0 ) 0 6
.0100
GMC
( O Z I
. -10 87
.0137






. c in i
GMC







. c o o c
. C O l i
. C 1 i*»
GMC







. C O D C
.C065
» l $ 5 t *
GMC







. 0 0 0 0
0.
.C012
TOTAL GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BR/OMS SKIPT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 "HANKS
M D A / S T S / A M












. O C 8 2
TABLE A-48
A-51
17. ED MASS C OMTP IBUTIONS BY DEGREE OF FREEDOM








































































































( O X )
0 0 0 ?
D O O O
0 0 0 0
nnoi
0018
3 0 2 2
roil
0 0 0 3
0001
0 0 0 1
0 3 0 ?
0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1
O C 0 2
' 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 3
0 00?










0 0 1 0 '
0111
0010
0 3 0 1
010^
0 3 0 0
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 3
' 3 0 0 3
0 COO
0 0 Q 4
P 135
0 0 0 8








0 3 0 0
0 3 0 1
CMC
( O Y )
.0027
• O C 0 8
. O C 1 4







- . 0 0 0 0
. on 1 3












, 0" 0 9
. O C 0 5
. P 2 4 3
.0021
. 0 *98
. P D 3 9
- . flCO?
- . C 0 0 3
• O P - 0 0
. o n o o




- . 0 0 0 0
-.nnoi
. O O Q 2
. 0 0 0 0 .
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. or oo
. 0 0 G 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 6










-. 0 0 0 0
. 0038
- . 0 0 0 3
.0001





















. 0 0 0 0
. 0007
. 0 0 0 3
. O O C 1




. C 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 0
.0001
GMC
( T X )
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 5













- . 3 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 7
* 30 0*»







. O C 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0













- . 0 0 0 0
. o o o c






























































































( T Y )
0011
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0012
0 0 3 8
3197





0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
O O O G
0065








































. 0 0 3 9
. 0 0 0 0













. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 0
.0018







. 0 0 0 7
. 0001
.0000.













. 0 0 0 0
. o o o c









I3ASE R N G / O W S SKIPT
OWS/IU INTERFACE
TU/FAS INTERFACE
PAS 02 BOTL1,« -Y *Z
FAS 02 T O r L 2 , + Y +Z
FAS 02 3 0 T L 3 , - Y +Z
FAS 02 90TL4 , -Y +Z
CAS 0? 30TL5, -Y -Z
FAS 02 30TLf , -Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, *Y
F f t S / A M / T A TF, +Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
C A S / T A I- , -Y -Z
F A S / A M Ic , -T
F A S / D A I-, *-Y -Z
AM 'TUSNtL/SHtAR WB
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M D A / S T S I^TFPcaCE
MDA C O N ^ / S Y L IT»FC
M2 T A S K , « -Y , LOWER
N2 T A S K , +Y, UPPER
N2 T A S K , fZ , LOWFR
N2 T A N K , « - Z , UPPER
N2 T A S K -Z, LOWER






LOWE" 0 LATCH, DA
LOWEP 4-Y TRUNNION
LOWFR -Y TRUNNION
FREP ° A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,T IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,OIJTP
ATM °S 5,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,3 IF,INNR
ATM PS 8,1 TF,INNR




ATM S A S , 3N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , 3N 5
ATM S A S , SKJ f-
SPAP 3ENTEP
G " A / C A N CENTF.R
. 0148 .4335 .4936 .0349 .0475 .0056
A-52
TABLE A-49 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST HODES GENERftLIZEO MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY









A T M - R A C K , C M G S , 4 - S A S
ATM-SPAR CENTER















( O Y )
.0123




-. j Q O l
.0301
















( T X )


















. r o o o
. C O C 3














TOTAL GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT














. G C U 4
.OC16
. O C > ] 3
.00.07
A-53
TABLE A-50 G ^ M ^ o f t L T Z E O M A S S ^ O N T R I H U T I O N S 9Y D E G R E E OF F R E E D O M






CQ >s ** •
I"* ^ *





§ O i r - .








































( O X )
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 3 0
1 0 0 2
0 0 3 0
0007
0 ^ 1 2
0 0 0 2
0 - 1 3 3
0133
O C O O
0 ^ 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 000
O T O O
o n o o
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Q 000
0 0 0 7
0"16
0001-
0 0 0 1
0-001
0 f' 0 2Q o m
' o ? o o
O.TIU
0012
0 0 3 3
a nil
0 0 0 1
0 3 3 0
O O D O
1 0 0 0
C H O I
0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 3 0
0000
0 0 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
GMC
(OY)
. o o o u
. 0 0 0 k
. 0 0 0 8
. 0 ? 1 k
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 1 *»
.0001
. 0 0 2 5
. 0 0 0 2





- . o o o e





































( T X )
- . 3 0 0 0
. O G O O













. 0 0 3 2
. 0 0 9 0








. 0 0 0 7




. 0 0 5 0
.0253




. O G O O
. 0 0 0 0
. c o c o
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
.nr 00
.0:00
. O P O O
. c r o o
- . O D O O
.0100
. 0 0 0 0
. n o o o





































































. o o o s















. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 0
.0001
GMC
( T Y )
. 0 0 0 0














. Q O C 1

























. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0































































































































RASE 3 N G / 3 W S SKI"T
OWS/T 'J INTERFACE
TU/PflS INTERFACE
FAS 02 F?OTL1 , *Y +Z
FAS 02 80U2, + Y *Z
FAS 02 ^OTL3 , -Y 4-Z
CAS 02 f30TL<* , -Y +Z
FAS 02 9 0 T L 5 , - Y -Z
FAS 02 10rL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A H / O A I'F, +Y
F A S / A M / O A IP, +Z
F A S / A M / D A IF, -Y
FAS/!) A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IP", -Z
F A S / D A I-, +Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR HB
AM TUNNEL/STS .IF
M Q A / S T S IMTER rACE
Mfia CONE/ :YL ITRFC
N2 T A \ ! K , fY , LOWER
N2 T A N K , fY, UPPER
N2 T A N K , fZ, LOWER
N2 T A ^ K , fZ, JPPF.R
N2 T A N K -Z, L O W E R
N2 T A N K , -Z, JPPER
CM, FrfT qjLKHEAD
CM, A r T TJL^HEAO
SM, PWO TJLKHEAO
S M , A F T T J L K H E A O
LOWE0 H LSTCH, OA
LOWER *Y TRUNNION'
LOWFf -Y fPUNNlON
EPEP P A C K A G E C.G. "
ATM PN $,? IF,OUTR
ATM DVJ <*,; TF,OUTR
ATM PN| 3,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 T F , O U T R
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN <+ ,5 IF,INMR
ATM PN 3,1 TF,INJNR
ATM PVJ 2,3 IF,TNNR
CMG, -Y sins
CMG, *Y ^ T O E
CMG, f-< SIOE '
ATM SAS" , 3N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM s & S { DN 5
ATM S i vS , ' jn 7
SPA" D E N V E R
G R A / C a N CEN'T^.R
SLIM . n n ? ."269 .1080 . G 2 7 3 .0061 0 2 3 9
A-54
TABLE A-51 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY

















































































































. CO 3 7
G.
. C J O C
. 0 0 3 0
. C 0 3 Q
.0388
GMC







. G O O D
0 .
. G O O D
.C^5
TOTAL GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
3R/OWS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 T^NKS











. 0 0 3 0
TABLE A-52 ?
TEST 22P
CONTRIBUTIONS RY DEGREE OF PREE001























































. 0 0 0 0




. c o o s
. 0 0 2 « »
.0**2o
.0363
. 0 0 0 ?
. 0 5 0 2
. 0001
- . 0 0 0 0
.0331
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 ^ 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
.moo
. 0 0 0 0
.onoi
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. T C 9 1
. o n o o
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 3
.on is
. 0 0 0 5
. 3 0 0 U
.0100
. '0031
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 3 0
- . o c o o
. ? 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 3 0
, a : 0 0
. 1000
. P n 3 Q
.T 'OO
-. 0 (100
, 0 n 3 3
. 0 C 0 .3
. 0 0 0 0
. lf!03
. 0 0 0 1
CMC
< O Y 1
.0001
. 0 "2«»
. O C i a
.0136
. O H 8 2
. 0 0 0 9








. 0 0 0 0





. C 7 3 0
.OM7
. 0 3 0 2
.0761
. 0 0 0 2





- . O P 0 6
- . 0 0 3 8
. 0 0 0 2
.0000
. O O C O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. c n o o
. o r o o
. o ? o o
. 0 0 0 0
. o n o o
. O O G O
. t iooo
- . o r o o
. 0 - ^ 0 0
. O f l O O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
























. 0 0 0 5
.C181
.0366





. G O O O
. 0 0 6 0
-.001'+
. 0 0 0 2
.0001
. G O O O
. 0 3 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. O G O O
. 0000
. 0 0 0 0
. C J O G
. 0 0 0 0




























































( T X 1
00<*8
0001
0 0 0 2




0 0 2 2
oct *a
0 0 0 2
09M
0 0 0 0
30 OC
3 0 0 0
0021


























































































( T Y )
C-316
0 0 0 8
0 0 0 5




C Q J < *
G O C 2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
O O C O
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3 ,




























































O G 3 8
0057
000< t
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
O G G O
0 0 0 0
: NODE
) DESCRIPTION
BASF R N G / 3 W S SKIRT
OWS/IU INTERFACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FftS 02 30TL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 BOTL2 ,4 -Y +Z
FAS 02 B O T L 3 . - Y +Z
FAS 02 90TLU,-Y +Z
FAS 02 ^OTLS-Y -7
FAS 02 30TL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / T A IF, +Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, +7
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / D A ir, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IP, -7
F A S / D A IF, 4-Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR WB
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MDA CONE/3YL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , +Y LOWER
N2 T A > J K , +Y JPPER
N2 T A v J K , +7 L O W E R
N2 T A N K , *Z UP^ER
N2 T A M K -7 LOWER
N2 T A ^ K , -7. UPPER
CM, F/<0 3JLKHEAO
CM, A C T 9JLKHEAO
SM, Fr fD 9JLKHEAO
SM, AFT RJLKHEAD
LOWER 0 L A T C H , DA
LOWER +Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM P^ 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN <»,? IF,OUTR
ATM P«f 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PV 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PM 6,? IF,INNR
ATM PNJ if, 5 TF,INNR
ATM Pig 3,1 IF,INNR
ATM PNJ 3,3 TF,INNR
C M C , -Y SIDE
CMC, *Y 5IOE
CMG, *X SIDE
ATM S A S , =N 1
ATM S A S , ?N 3
ATM S A S , 3N 5
ATM S A S , PN 7
SPAR S E T T E R
G R A / C A N CENTER
. k 6 8 1 .2327 0957
. 0 0 8 8
A-56
TABLE A-53 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY











































. 0 3 < » r j
.on 15
.0311




( T X )
.4112
0.
. C 1 C C
0.
. C 2 2 5
C.
. C 3 C C
. c a o e
. c a n e
. l»352
GMC






















T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BR/OHS SKUPT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 T*NKS














. 0 0 Z 3
TABLE A-54
A-57
T 7 E O MASS C O N T R IPUTIONS <1Y HEGREE OF











































































































3 0 0 3




0 0 0 1
0146
T 7 3 5
0-38
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 ?
0001
0 3 0 0
0 3 0 1
0 0 0 0





0 0 3 1
3 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0002
O H 4 5
0 0 0 0
3 04^





0 0 0 1
0 0 0 4
0 003
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 4
0 0 0 0
0000
0101
0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
0 0 0 3
.2703
GMC
( O Y )
. 0 n 0 8
. 0 0 3 8
. 0 0 3 4
.1174
• CO 55
. .1 * 0 6








- . o n o o
. 0 0 0 2
. or 02
. 0 2 3 5
. 0 * 2 2
. 0000










. 0 0 0 3
- .0051
.0000
- . 0 . 0 0 0
- , o c o o
.0000
. 0 0 0 2
.0012
, 0 0 0 3
. 0001
. OCC1
. 0 0 0 1
. :<?oi
.0000
, 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . O C O O
. 0 0 0 0






. C 3 3 5










. 0 0 0 6
. 0001
.0001
. 0 0 3 2
.0042








. C 0 0 1
.0001
. O O O U
. 0333
. 0019
- . 0 0 0 4
-. 0001




. 0 0 0 0

































































( T X )
0012
3 0 0 0




0 0 2 1
0 0 8 2
0 0 8 0
0002
0051
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0000
00 06
0 0 0 8
.0352
GMC
( T Y )
.0068
.0021







































- . 0 0 3 0










..GM(:. — -NOD-E^- — -- —
























































































FAS 02 30TL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 ROTL2, + Y *Z
FAS 02 9 0 T L 3 , - Y +Z
PAS 02 qorL<*, -Y +z
FAS 02 90TL5, -Y -Z
PAS 0? TnrL6,-Y -Z
F / V S / A M / H A IF, *Y
F A S / A 1 / O A IF, *Z
FAS/A1/OA IF, -Y
F A S / I 3 A I-, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
FAS/1A I-, *Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR WB
AM TUNNf.L/STS IF
M O A / S T S IMTE&PACE
MDA CONE/ :YL ITRFQ
M2 TANK, *Y, LOWER
M2 T A N K , fY, UPPER
N2 T A N K , *Z, LOWER
N2 T A \ | K , • f Z,' UPPER
N2 T A N K . -7, LOWER
N2 TANK, -7, U°PER
CM, Fwn 9 J L K M E A O
CM, AFT 3JLKHEAO
SM, FMD BJLKHEAD
S M , A F T TJLKHEAD
LOWER 0 HTCH, OA
LOWER +Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
PPPP O A C K A G F C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 TF,0'JTR
ATM DN 4,5 IF,OUTR
ATM Pvj 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 TF,OUTR
ATM PN 5,f IF,INNR»
ATM PN 4,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 3,1 TF,INNR




ATM S A S , 3N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , : >N 5
ATM SAS' , »N 7
SPA9 CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
0381
A-58
TABLE A-55 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
',
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY


























( O Y )
.0390
.0532









( D Z )
.031*8






. C C 0 1
• G O O O
' .6228
G M C




















. CO 1 2
. 3 0 2 < »
.1591
GMC









. B O ^ C
.C065
T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
5WOWS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TRNKS
M O A / S T S / A H













. O C 3 0
, Q « ? 9 3
or POOR
A-59
TABLE A-56 f , r -> j roALT7Fn MASS CONTRIBUTIONS BY DEGREE V* FREEDOM
T~ST 23A RUN NO. 645 FREQUENCY = 16.23






















































' j 71 1 ^
( O X )
. 0 0 - 3 1
- . 0 0 0 1
.0013
. 0 nfl7
. o n o ?
.01*93
• ? r 93
. O e 5 3






. 0 0 0 0
. 0 3 0 1
. o n o ?
.0103
. 0 0 0 3
.^16
. 0 0 0 0
.01.0?
. 0 0 0 5
. 3 0 0 7
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 *02
. 0 ^16
. 0001
. 0 0 3 3
. 0 0 0 3
-. 0 3 3 2
.0136
. 0 0 2 1
. C O O ?
. 0 0 0 4
. 0 « 1 1
. 0 7 1 0
. 0 3 0 0
-.1101
- .0001
. . "3 0 3 1
-. n ooo
. 3100
. 0 3 0 0
.0001
. P3T3
' . 0 - 0 0 3
. 1003
. 0 0 0 ?
.1001
-. = .^-. (y..j-i\j.
< O Y )
.""16
. 0 0 3 1
- .0001
. 0 2 3 4








. 0 0 3 0
. 0° 06
. O n 0 4
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 6
- . 0 0 0 1
,or i7
. 0001
. 0 fi 2 1









• P P P ^
^ n p rt ^
0 0 Q ^ f
. 0003
. 0 0 0 1
. no o i
- . 0 0 0 0
.0010
. 0 0 0 3
.1004
. 0 0 0 9
. OH 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
. 0001
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 0















. 0 0 6 4
.0068
. 0 0 ^ 4
















. 0 0 0*
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0009
. O O O ^ -
. 0 0 0 ?
. O O C 2
. G O O *
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 ?
. 0 0 0 1
.0001


































































































( T Y )
. 0 0 8 7

























. 0 0 0 4































































































































_ ^ ----- --^ ';J-j-£
DESCRIPTION
BASE R N S / D W S SKIRT
OWS/ IJ INTERFACE
•TM/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 lOTLl j+Y -t-Z
FAS 0? 90TL?,>Y +Z
FAS 02 BOTL3 , -Y +Z
FAS 02 10TL4,-Y *Z
FAS 0? 30TL5 , -Y -Z
FAS 0? 9 0 T L 6 , - Y -Z
F A S / A W T A IF, *Y
F A S / A M / D A TF, *Z
F A S / A M / D A T c , -Y
F A S / D A I-, -Y -Z
F A S / A M Tp , -Z
F A S / D A I- , +Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR WR
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M D A / S T S INTERFACE
MDA CONE/ :YL ITRFC
N? T A ^ K , *Y, LOWER
N2 T A ^ K , +Y, JPPER
N? T A N K , *Z, L O W E R
N2 T A N K , + - Z , UPPER
N2 T A x J K -7, LOWER
N? T A ^ J K , -7, JPPER
CM, rwn TJLKHEAD
C M , A ^ T 3JLKHEAD
SM, FHO RJLKHEAO
SM, AFT rULKHEAD
LOWE=> n HTCH, DA
LOWEP >Y TPDNNION
LOWEP -Y TRUNNION,
EREP ° A C K A G E C.G..
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 TF,OUTR
ATM Pvj ^,1 TF,OUTR
ATM Pvj ?,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PvJ 6,f TF,INNR
ATM PM ^,5 IF,INNR
ATM P^ ^,1 IF,INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF, INN^
CMG, -Y Sine
CMG, +-Y 5 I HE
CMG, . -»-X SIDE
ATM S A S , 3KI 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , 3N 5
ATM S A S , ^ M 7
SPAR C E N T E R
G R A / C A N 'CENTER
.1946 .0932 .62?* .0239 .0591 .0066
A-60
TABLE A-57 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY


































. C 0 0 2
. 0 3 0 3
.5888
GMC
C D Z )
. 2245










( T X )
.C377
0.
































T O T A L GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
Q R / O W S SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 T»NKS















TABLE A-58 G^'J E O * L I 7 E O
T-ST
A-61
~ONTRIHUTIONS RY DEGREE OF FREE001



































































3 0 5 6
01^0














































































1 0 3 3
001?
Q n 39
0 0 3 9
0021
09 OS
3 0 0 1
noo i
0 0 0 0
1001
0 0 0 0
0130
0 0 0 = ;
0 0 0 5
0 0 8 1
11 73
01 3?





0 0 0 ?
0 0 3 0
3 P 0 2
110?
0 1 3 8
0 0 0 ?
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
1001
010?






















































































. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 2
.0008
c O O ^ t *
-. 000<+
- .0001
. 0 0 0 0
.. 0 0 0 3
, 0 0 0 ?
.0013
. o o o c
. 0 0 0 3
. 0001





. 0 0 0 0
. 0001
. 0 0 0 9
.0051
-.0012




. C O O ?




. 0 0 0 9
. 0 0 0 8






. O O O 7
GMC
( T X )
. 0 0 0 0
, O G t » 3













. 0 0 0 0
. 0001
. 0 0 0 5







. 3 0 0 3
. 3 CO 3
. 0 0 3 0













. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1








( T Y )
- .0031














. . O ' O O O
.0001








. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . O C O O













. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
















































































































RASF R N G / O W S SKIPT
O W S / T J INTERFACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 90TL1,+Y +Z
FAS n? 30TL2,+Y +Z
FftS 02 =30FL3 , -Y +7.
FAS 0? TOTL«» , -Y *Z
PAS 02 90TL5, -Y -Z
FAS 0? R O T L 6 , - Y -Z
C A S / A « 4 / T A IF, +Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, +7.
F A S / A 1 / Q A IF, -Y
F A S / D A I-, -Y -Z
F A S / A M ic, -z
F A S / O A T- , « -Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR W<3
AM TUNNEL/5TS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA C O N E / C Y L ITRFC
N 2 T A M K , V Y , LOWER
M2 TANK, VY, UPPER
N2 T A S K , « - Z , LOWER
N2 T A S K , *Z , UPPER
N2 T A M K -Z, LOWER
N? T A N f K , -?, UPPER
• CM, F^O. ^ JLKHEAD
C M , A ^ T RJLKHEAO
SM, FWQ 9JLKHEAO
SM, OFT =ULKHEAO
LOWE 0 D L A T C H , OA
LOWE0 +Y- TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP 3 A C K A G C C.G.
ATM PS 6,7 TF,OUTR
ATM PS !*,5 TF,OUTR
ATM P^j 3,1 T F j O U T R
ATH PM ?,3 T F . O U T R
ATM PS 6,? T f r , TNNR
ATM PS <*,5 TF,INNR
ATM PN! S,l IP,INNR
ATM PM 2,3 TF, INNR
CMG, -Y 5 1 HE
CMG, *Y 5 TOE
CMG, »X SIDE
ATM, S A S , 3N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , 3N 5
f lTM' S Q S , ?N 7
SPAR CEMT-p
G R A / C A N CENTER
S U M
. ^888 .079? .0119 .0?10 . 0169
A-62
TABLE A-59 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
TEST MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
TEST MODE NO. 25A
COMPONENT
NAME








TEST FREQUENCY = 17.01 HZ.
\
T GMC GMC





CE MOD. .0937 ..1078
SEMBLY .0038 . ?02<*
,<»-SAS .C011 . G O O * *
 . 00C1 .3001
FNTFR . C ^ O O . C 0 0 2
.8257 .0568
























( T X ) (TY )
. C 3 2 t - . 0305
0. P.
/ . T 3 0 C - .C333
C. E.
. C 3 C 6 .Q03(f
0. C.
. C 1 3 C .0000
. .302 .CO 09
. f 1 0 3 . 03 0 8










. Q C 1 8
GMC












TABLE A-60 G F N " ° a L T 7 t D M U S S C O N T R I B U T I O N S RY 9 E G R E E OF F R E E D C M




















































( T X )
. 0 3 7 5
. 3 0 2 3
. 0 0 5 3
• 1 U 3 3
.0^32
.0113
. O U 2 9
. OU.^5
- .0010
. 0 0 0 3
- . 3 0 0 2
. O O C O
. 0 0 0 2
. O P 0 3
. 3 0 0 2
.0319
fl 7 tA fa
m \. "^ ^ 4
. 1002
.0135
. 0 0 7 3




. 3 0 7 2




. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 1
. T O O * *
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 1
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
- . 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 3 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
.on oo
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 3 0
CMC
T O Y )
.0100
. 0 0 3 1
. 0 0 0 ^
. 0 ^ 2 2
.0"35
.0312
. 0 0 0 3
01^1
ff r- 4 i.
- . 0 ^ 0 2
. 0 0 0 0
.or 06
- . 0 * 0 5




- . o ro i
. O T 2 U
. 0 0 0 3




. 0 0 3 1
. 0 0 2 5
- . o r o o
.OC^i*
. o r e s
. 0005
. O C 0 5
. O C 1 3
. 0 0 0 0
. o o o c
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. P 0 0 1
. 0 G 3 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 3 0 0
. o o o c
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0001





. 0 0 8 2
. 0 0 8 3




. 0 0 0 3
. 00<»3




. C 0 0 9
. 001^
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 7
.0051





. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
. 0001
. 001*




. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 3
. C 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 1
. 0003
. c o o o





















































































































































































































( T Z )
3 0 0 0
D O O O
Q0it<*
0 0 0 ?
O C O t f
0 0 0 0
O O O C
0 0 0 5
C 0 0 7
onu?
0 0 3 5
O O O C
0 0 0 0








'FAS 02 "39TL1»+Y +Z
FAS 02 39TL2,*Y +Z
FAS 02 90TL3, -Y +Z
FAS 02 30TL<», -Y +Z
FftS 02 30TL5, -Y -Z
FAS 02 90TL6, -Y -Z
F A S / A M / T A IF, tY
F " A S / A ^ / r j A TF« + -Z
( *
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
C A S / D A \- , -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -7
F A S / D A I - , *Y -Z
6M TUNNEL/SHEAR WB
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MTfi CONE/ :YL ITPFC
N2 T A ^ K , tY , LOWER
N2 T A N K , «-Y UPPER
N2 T A M K , *Z LOWER
N2 T A N K , tZ UPPER
N2 T A » J K -Z LOWER
N2 T A N K , -Z UPPER
CM, F r fO BULKHEAD
CM, HFT J«JLKHE«,0
SM, FW'O 3JLKHEAO
S M , A - T 9JLKHEAO
LOWEP 0 LATCH, OA
LOWE1? *Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP 3 A C K 4 G E C.G.
ATM PN ,5,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PS J»,5 IF,OUTf?
ATM PN 5,1 IF.OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF, INNR
ATM PN i»,5 TF, INNR
ATM PS 8,1 IF, INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF, INNR
CMG, -Y SIDE
CMG, +Y SIHE
CMG, +x si HE
ATM S A S , =>N 1
ATM S A S , 3N 3
ATM S A S , 3N 5
ATM S A S , 3N 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
SUM .0568 .095? 0 0 3 2 ,00«*«»
B-l
SECTION B
Two-Dimensional 'Plots of Test Modes
B-2
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY
DEGREE OF FREEDOM TA9LE FOR MODE SHAPES AND DISCRETE MASS MATRIX
Z DESCRIPTION
0 . 0 0 0 BASE RNG/OHS SKIRT
0 .000 OWS/IU INTERFACE
0 . 0 0 0 IU/FAS INTERFACE
46.683 FAS 02 BOTL1,+Y *Z
81.1*73 FAS 02 BOTL2,»Y *Z
81,473 FAS 0? BOTL3,-Y + Z
46.683 FAS 02 BOTL4,-Y + Z
-1*6.683 FAS 02 BOTL5,-Y -Z
-81.473 FAS 02 BOTL6,-Y -Z
0 . 0 0 0 FAS/AM/DA IF, *Y
116.060 FAS/AM/DA IF, *Z
0 , 0 0 0 FAS/AM/OA IF, -Y
488 FAS/OA IF, -Y -Z
060 FAS/AM IF, -Z
0143 FAS/DA IF, *Y -Z
000 AM TUNNEL/SH£AR MB
000 AC TUNNEL/STS IF
000 MDA/STS INTERFACE
000 MDA CONE/CYL ITRFC
0 . 0 0 0 N2 TANK, *Y , LOHER
0 . 0 0 0 N2 TANK, +f , UPPER
69.050 N2 TANK, +Z, LOWER
050 N2 T A N K , *Z, UPPER
-b9.0SO N2 TANK -Z, LOHER
-69.050 N2 T A N K , -Z, UPPER
0 . 0 0 0 CM, FHO BULKHEAD
0 .000 CM, AFT BULKHEAD
0 . 0 0 0 SM/ FHO BULKHEAD
0 . 0 0 0 SM, AFT BULKHEAD
-90.000 LOHER 0 LATCH, DA
-11.850 LOHER +V TRUNNION
-11.850 LOHER -Y TRUNNION
HID.000 EREP PACKAGE C.G.
252.500 ATM PN 6,7 IF.OUTR
-252.500 ATM PN 4,5 IF,OUTR
252.500 ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
252.500 ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
158.000 ATM PN 6,7 IF,INN*
156.000 ATM PN 4, f IF,INNR
158.000 ATM PN 6,1 IF,INNR
156.000 ATM PN 2,3 IF,INNR
181.9925 CMG, -Y SIOE
35 CMG, *Y SIDE
10 CMG, +X SIOE
JO ATM SAS ,PN 1
90 ATM SAS, PN 3
30 ATM SAS, PN ^









































































































D E G R E E S O F F R E E D O M
3Y 37 TX TY
2 3 4 5
e 9 10 11

















































































































L O C A T I O N
X Y
3100.00 0 . 0 0 3
3223 .000 0. 003



































































































































































































































Two dimensional plots of each of the thirth test modes are
presented in this section. The data plotted is the translated
test quadratures normalized to the 193 x 193 discrete mass matrix.
A least squares transformation from all ATM degrees of freedom at
nodes 34 through 41 was used to define the three ATM center of
gravity rotations given by Node 51. All of the resulting node
points included in the plotted data are defined in the degree
of freedom table presented on page B-2 of this section.
All nodes are plotted versus x station. In the plotted
data the ATM is represented by two intersecting lines in each of
the planes at the inner and outer ATM Z stations. At the outer
ATM Z station the plane is defined by the intersection lines from
node 34 to node 37 and from node 35 to node 36. At the inner ATM
Z station the plane is defined by the intersection of lines from
node 38 to node 41 and from node 39 to node 40. The line connecting
node 3 to node 16 is a plotting error and should be ignored.
B-4
Plot B-l
^SSITA. coNTii'jRiTijN NcrAi. 9j<vt'' - NORMALIZE! T£" P::H .-::
n;;r 3 ~RK • '.31 o H? »JN N:. ' ~.~-:^ s
OBSITA^ COfflVJUTIONKC^ SJRVE' - NORMALIZED TIST Mflrrs «C!
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES («C>











ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (4C)
HODE 3 FREQ- 1.310 HZ RUN NO. • DTAORB DATE • 06SE72































ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (4C)











ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES !4CI
KX>E 4 FREO- 1.430 HZ RUN NO. - DTAORB DATE - 06SE72
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (flC)
MODE 4 FREO- 1.430 HZ . RUN NO. - DTAORB DATE - 06SE72
X STATION
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES I4C)






S R 8 S S . 8
B-7
Plot B-2
ORBITAL CONTICIWION MODAL SLRVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES <4O
USE 4 FREQ • 1.430 HZ RLN NO. - DTAOR8 DATE • 06SE72
ORBITAL'CONFIGURATION MODAL 9LRVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES <4C>













































\ • ' Y
ij »•
X42
; 1 , , , , , , , , , ,
, S S R S S S P 8 8 8
X STATION X STATION
Plot B-3
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SLRVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES ISO
MODE 5 FREQ • 1.660 HZ RUN NO. - DTAORB DATE • 06SE72
. l.»l
OPSiTAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (SO













' ' X STATION
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SLRVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (do
MODE 5 FREfl - 1.660 HZ RUN NO. « DTAORB DATE - 06SE72
.40r
X STATION
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (SO










ORBITAL CONF IGLRATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES wo












-5.00. S S § S
OflSITAL COWIGIRATION MODAL SLRVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES .lad
MODE 5 FT£Q • 1.660 HZ RUN NO. • DTAOFB DATE • 06SE72
1.2
X STATION X STATION
B-IO'
Plot B-4
%. COtf I JURAT ION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (1C)











OBBITAL CONFIGURATION M06AL SLRVEV - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (4C>




CO^F|G'JRATION MODAL SURVEV - NORMALIZED TL'ST MODES (OC!
6 TRTC " 1.720 HZ RUN NO. « DTAORB DATE - 06SE72
- I I ' ' ..' 1 ' '
OfCITAL CONTICURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (Ml
MODE 6 FREO « t. 720 HZ RUN NO. « DTAORS DATE 06SE72
»o to
S S S § 8
x STATION X STATION
Plot B-4
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES {SCI
MODE 6 FREO - 1.720 HZ RUN NO. - DTAORB DATE • 06SE72
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (4C)
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OBBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SIKVEV - NORMALIZED TEST MODES I4C)
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ORBITAL CWFIGURATION MOOAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES (4C)
MODE <2 FREO • 4.550 HZ RUN NO. • DTAORB DATE • 06Z72
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ORBITAL COWIGURATION MOBAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES <4C)
MODE 15 FREO. - 5.030 HZ RUN NO. - DTAORB DATE - 06SE72
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEr - NORMALIZED TEST MODES I4C)
MODE 13 FREQ - 5.030 HZ RUN NO. - DTAOHB DATE -
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ORBITAL COWIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES («)
MODE 1« FREfl - 5.860 HZ RUN NO. • OTAORS DATE • 06^72
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES <4C>
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ORBITAL tQtf IGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES <«C)
MODE: '6 FREQ • 6.350 HZ RUN NO. « DTAORB DATE • 06SE72
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES <4C>
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES .(«)
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES (1C)
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES UCI
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OHBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SUJYEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (4O ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEr - NORMALIZED TEST MODES <4C)
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ORBITAL CONT I5URATION MOOAL SLRVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (4CI
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES («CI
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES (4CI
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES I4CI
MODE 23 FKEQ • 13.300 HZ RUN NO. • OTAORB DATE • 06SET2
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (1C)
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ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MODES (1C)
MODE 2« FREO • 13.680 HZ RUN NO. • DTAORB DATE ' 06SE72
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MODE 25 FREQ,- .14.550 HZ RW NO. • DTACRS DATE - OSZ72
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OWITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES («C)
MODE 25 FT«d - 14.550 HZ RUN NO. • OTAORS DATE - 06S72
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ORBITAL CON/IGIRATION MODAL SURVEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES (SO
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CreiTAL CQWIOJRATION MODAL SUWEY - NORMALIZED TEST MOOES (*C>
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B-59
'ORBITAL CONFISIJRATION MODAL suwty - NORMALIZED TEST MODES i«o
MODE JO TOJ. (7.010 HZ RJN NO. - OTAORB DATE - OSZTZ
.80r
Plot B-28
ORBITAL COWICLRATION MODAL StRVEr - NORMALIZED TEST MODES IOC)






Analytical Modes CMC Tables
C-2
This is a blank page.
03
The following Tables C-l through C-40 show CMC data for each
of the correlated analytical modes presented in Table 5.17 in the main
text of this report. These data are presented in the same manner as
the corresponding test data presented in Section A.
C-4
TABLE C-l
D*BITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEY
ANALYTICAL MOOES GENERALIZE') MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL MODE 7





M T A / S T S / A M




A T M - S P A R CENTER


































G1C( r x >































SUM 0063 .4369 .0312 .018<t . 0002



















GEMFRALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS BY DEGREE OF FREEDOM











































































































O O O O
O O O O
0025
0 0 3 9
0058
Q 0^8
0 3 0 6
0 0 0 6
0009
0010
0 0 3 3
0 0 3 3
00<»9
0 0 5 8
0065
0081
0 0 0 2
0 O Q < +


















































. c o o o
- .0000
. 0 0 0 0



























































































































































( T X )
O O O O
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
0002
C O C 7
,
o o o o
o o o o








( T Y )
. 0030




































































































o o o o
oooo
o o o o
O O O Q
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
oooo
o o o o
o o o o
oooo







FAS 02 3DTL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 B)TL2,«-Y «-Z
FAS 32 33TL3,-Y +Z
FAS 02 BDTLi»,-Y +Z
FAS 02 3DTL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 B3TL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / 0 * IF, +Y
F A S / A M / 0 4 IF, +Z
F A S / A M / 0 4 IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF., -Z
FAS/DA IF, +Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR WB
AM TJNNE'./STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA 20NE/CYL ITRFC
N2 TANK, +Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , + Y, UPPER
N2 TANK, +Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER









ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTP
ATM PN t»,5 I^OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF.OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN <»,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,INNR
CMG, -Y SIDE
CMG, +Y SIDE
CMG, + X SIDE
ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENFER
G R A / C A N CENTER
SUM 0063 0012 .019<» 0 0 0 2
C-6
C-3
!KBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL S J R V E Y
A N A L Y T I C A L 100ES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 8





M T A / S T S / A M
6 - A M N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE >OD.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMB.Y
. A T M - P A C K , CMGS,<»-SAS
A T M - S P A R CENTER





































































.2813 ,5561 .0527 , 0 0 0 ^ .01*51*
TOTA. GM CONTRIBJTION FOR EACH C O M P O N E N T
SKIRT/IJ/FAS
5 - r A S 02 TANKS




A T I - R A C K , C M G S , V - S A S
AT1-SPAR CENTER











G E N - R A L I Z E D MASS CONTRIBUTIONS "3Y DEGREE OF FREEDOM




































































































( O X )
0001
0 3 0 0
3 0 3 0
0 0 0 8
0 0 0 2
0 3 3 0
0 0 0 4
0 0 3 3
0001
0 3 0 5
0 0 0 0
0 0 3 4
0 0 3 3
0 3 3 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 3 0
0031
0001
3 0 3 0
0 0 3 0
0 3 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 3 3 1
0001
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 8
0 0 0 6











0 0 0 1
0 0 0 5
0 0 3 3
0 0 3 5
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 7
0 0 0 6
GMC








. 0 0 0 3





. 0 0 0 2






























. 0 0 0 5












. 0 0 0 2
.0008
.0008






. 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
.0000












. 0 0 0 4
. 0 0 0 9
. 0 0 0 0
.0023
. 0 0 8 3
.3149
.0049















































































( T Y )
.0001
. . 0 0 0 0















































. C D 0 C
.0000
. 0 0 0 0







. 0 0 3 0















. 0 3 0 0
. 0 0 0 0

































































0 0 0 0
0001













FAS 02 8DTL1,*Y + Z
FAS 02 B3TL2,*Y +Z
FAS 02 3DTL3, -Y *Z
FAS 02 83TL4,-Y 4-Z
FAS 02 BDTL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 BDTL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, *Y
F A S / A M / 0 1 IF, *Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / O A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M I-, -Z
F A S / O A IF, *Y -Z
AM TJNNE. /SHEAR WB
AM TUNNE./STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA CONE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , *Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , *Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER





L O W E ? D L A T C H , OA
LOWER *Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C < A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,OUTR
&TM PN 3,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 ie,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM °N 4,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER
SJH . 2810 ,5561 .0644 .0527 , 0 0 3 4 .0454
C-8
T A B L E C-5 ' :
/
3*BITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
A N A L Y T I C A L MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 9 ,
A M A L Y T I C A L FREQUENCY = 1.6<fr3 HZ.
COMPONENT
NAME
BO/OHS SKIRT/IJ/ r iS
6- FAS 02 TANKS
M H A / S T S / A M
6- AM N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE 130.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
A T M - < ? A C K , C M G S , t » - 3 » S
ATM-SPAR CENTER



































































S'JM 2372 ..M»75 ' .0569 i 0303 .0206
T O T A . GM CONTRI8JTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BR/OMS SKIRT/IJ/FAS
6-FAS 02 TANKS




A T i - R A C K f C M G S , ' 4 - S A S
A T M - S P A R CENTER
AT1-GRA/CAN CEMTER









GENERALIZED M A S S CONTRIBUTIONS 3Y DEGREE OF FREEDOM
































































. 0 0 0 2
, 9 Q 30







. n o o o
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0007
, 0 3 0 8
,3018


































































































































( O Z ) ,
.0790
.0069
» Q C 7 5
.0075




. O C O O
o 0 0 2 1
o O Q O l
.0014









. 0 0 0 3
.0001
. 0 0 0 3
.0001
.0029





« Q G 4 &




















































































































































c Q Q 0 3












































































( T Z )
0061





O C J O
0001
0053
O O Q S












FAS 02 83TL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 3.rn..(?,*Y *Z
FAS 02 33,T13,°Y *2
FAS '32 03Tl£*,~Y *Z
FAS 02 83Tl '5 f -Y -2
FAS 02 33TL6,-Y -Z
Ff iS /AM/DS; IF, >Y
F A S / A K / O f t IF, 4-Z
F A S / A I 4 / D A IF, -Y
FAS /OS IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A ? - ? I", "Z
F A S / O S IF, >Y -Z-
AM TJN WE. /SHEAR «B
AH TJN^l/STS IF
MOr l /STS INTERFACE
MDA 30NE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K ? 4V, LOWER
W2 T A N K , *Y, UPPER
M2 T3.NK,. *'Z? LOWER
M2 T & N 3 K » >ZP UPPER
N2 T A N K »Z9 LOHER





LOHE? 0 LATCH, DA
LOHC^ <-V T RUN MI ON
LOWE^ -f TRUNNION
EREP P A C < A G E C.G,
AT« PN &?? I ' tOUTR
ATM PH 4? 5? IFfOUTR
ATM »M 3,1 Ir,OUTR
ATM PN 2j 3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN; fet? IF,INNR
/I T H P N H- j ?" I F , I NKR
ATM PW! 6?'', IF,INNR




ftTM ^ft 'S ,?>N i
ATM Sft:^, PM 3
?iTH S A S v ?N 5
feTH SAiij PN 7 .
SPAR o £ ^  r £ R
GRA/ 'CSM "EMTER




ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
A N A L Y T I C A L 400ES -GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL MODE 10
A N A L Y T I C A L FREQUENCY = 1.670 HZ.
COMPONENT
NAME
R"/OHS SKIRT/ I'J / P A S
5-FflS 02 TANKS
* O A / S T S / A M
S - A M N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE >OD.
T C PLOYMENT ASSEM3.Y
ATM-<>ACK,CMGS,<» -51S
/VTH-SPAR CENTER











































. 0 2 5 8
. O D 7 9
GMC





















SUM ,1490 .3913 .2930 .1)76 .0202 .0390
T O T A . GM CONTRIBJTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BVOWS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TANKS




A T M - R A C K , CMGS,!f-SAS
AF1-SPAR CENTER











T A B L E C-8
GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS 3Y OSGREE OF FREEOOH




























































. 0 0 9 3
.0313





. 0 0 0 0
.0009
.000?





. 0 0 0 7
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.000?







. o o o u
. 0000
.M3<*
- . o o a s
.0336
. O O U 7
.0055
-.0013
. 0 2 0 5
- . 0 0 0 2
- .0000
* 0 0 6 < »
.0011
. 0 0 0 6
.0001
. 0 0 0 0




( O Y )
.0570



















. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
.0008
.0007






















. 0 0 0 0

























. 0 0 0 4
.0001











































































































. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
.0001




















. 0 0 0 7
.0038
GMC
























































FAS 32 BDTL1,+Y *Z
FAS 02 B3TL2,+Y + Z
FAS 02 B3TL3,-Y + Z
FAS 02 BDTL4,-Y «-Z
FAS 32 93TL5,-Y -Z
FAS 32 B3TL6,-Y -Z
FAS/AM/Oa IF, + Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, *Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / O A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
FAS/DA IF, +Y -Z
AM TUNNE./SHSAR MB
AM TUNNE./STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MDA DONE/CYL ITRFC
M2 T A N K , +Y, LOWER
N2 T i V N K , + Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , + Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , + Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -7, LOWER









ATM ON 6,7 IFjOUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IC,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,INNR
CMG, -Y SIDE
CMC, *Y SIDE
CMG, + X SIDE
ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN f
SPAR CENTER
G R A / 3 A N 3ENTER
SUM
.11*90 .3913 .2930 .1076 ,0203 ,0390
C-12
TABLE c-9 ' • •
D*BITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
A N A L Y T I C A L MOOES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL MODE 11




M O A / S T S / A M
5- AM N2 TANKS
Ci"»MMfl NO /SERVICE 100.
D r«LOYMENT ASSEMBLY
A T M - ° A C K , C M G S , < » - S A S
A T M - S P A R CENTER
A T M - G R A / C A N CE^TE*
GMC









. 0 0 0 0
GMC

































C T Y )
















. 0 0 0 0
0.
.0021
SUM ,0361 .6128 .0723 Q Q G 1 .051*1
T O T A . GM CONTRIBJTION FOR EACH CDMPO^ENT
BR/OHS SKIRT/I'J/FAS





A T M - R A C K , C M G S , ^ - S A S
ATM-SPAR CENTER









CENTRALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS 3Y DEGREE OF FREEDOM

























































































































































































































































































































































































FAS 32 BDTL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 8DTL2,+Y +Z
FAS 02 BDTL3,-Y +Z
FAS 02 BDTL4,-Y *Z
FAS 02 83TL5,-Y -Z
FAS D2 B3TL6,-Y -Z
FAS/AM/Df t IF, *Y
FAS/AM/DA IF, +Z
FAS/AM/DA IF, -Y
FAS/DA IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M I-, -Z
FAS/DA IF, *Y -Z
AM TJNNE-/SHEAR HB
AM TUNNEu/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOft 30NE/CYL ITRFC
N2 TANK, + Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , + Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , + Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , + Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER





LOWER 0 LATCH, DA
LOWE* *Y TRUNNION
LOWE* -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C < A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS , PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENfER
G R A / C A N :ENTER
C-14
TAHLE C-ll
DRBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
ANALYT ICAL 400ES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL MODE 12





M O A / S T S / A M
5- AM N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE 1DD.
T^PLOYMENT A S S E M 3 . Y
A T M - O A C K ,CMGS,«»-3AS
A T M - S P A R CENTER


















. 0 3 0 8
.32<*0
. Q 0 2 8














( T X )
. 0 3 2 5
0.





. 0 0 0 2














. 0 0 0 0
0.
- . 0 3 0 0
0.





SUM .0268 .0298 .8811 .0130 .G003
TOTA. GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BVOWS SKIRT/IJ/FAS
6 - r A S 02 TANKS
Mtn/STS/AM
6 - A M N2 TANKS
C01MANO/SERVICE MOD.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
A T M - R A C K , C « G S , + - S A S
A T ^ - S P A R CENTER










GENERALIZED MASS CDMTRIBUTIONS BY DEGREE OF FREEDOM

















































































































































































































































































































































































FAS 02 BDTL1.+Y *Z
FAS 02 BDTL2,+Y *Z
FAS 32 B5TL3,-Y +Z
FAS 02 83TL4,-Y *Z
FAS 02 BDTL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 BDTL6,-Y -Z
FAS/AH/D4 IF, «-Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, *Z
FAS/AM/OA IF, -Y
F A S / O A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M I-, -Z
F A S / O A EF, +Y -Z,
AM TUNNE./SHEAR MB
AM TUNNEl/STS IF
MDA/ X 3TS INTERFACE
MDA CONE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , + Y, LOWER
N2 TANK, *Y, UPPER
N2 TANK, +Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER









ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4»5 IF.OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IP,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENTER
GRA/CAN 3ENTER
SUM 0268 .0298 .8811 .0130 ,0490 .0003
C-16
TABLE 013
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
A N A L Y T I C A L MOOES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL MODE 13
A N A L Y T I C A L FREQUENCY = 3.532 HZ.
COMPONENT
NAME
^ o / O W S SKIRT/IU/-4S
6-ras 02 TANKS





A T M - S P A R CENTER

































. 0 0 0 3
G1C































. 0 0 0 8
.003<» .0521 .0555 .8366 .0011* 0010
T O T A . GM CONTRIBJTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BVOWS SKIRT/IU/FAS
6 - r AS 02 TANKS
MOV/STS/AM
6 - A M N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE MOO.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
A T M - S P A R 'CENTER











GEMFPALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS BY OEGREE OF FREEDOM



























































- . 0 0 0 0
- .0000








. 0 3 0 0









. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
.0000
. 0 0 3 0
.0000
.0000
- . 0 0 0 0
- .0001
- .0000









. 0 0 0 3
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
- .0000
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
.003<i.
GMC
< O Y )





























































































































































( T Y )
. 0 0 0 2





















































































































































































































































FAS 02 B3TL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 B3TL2,+Y +Z
FAS 02 83TL3,-Y *Z
FAS 32 8DTLt»,-Y +Z
FAS 32 3DTL5,-Y -Z
FAS 32 B3TL5,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O * IF, >Y
F A S / A M / O * IF, *Z
FAS/AM/OH IF, -Y
F A S / O A IF, -Y -Z
Ff tS /AM IF, -Z
F A S / O A [F, *Y -Z
AM TUNNE. /SHEAR W8
AM TUNNEL/ST3 IF
M D A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA 30NE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , *Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K . *Y, UPPER
N2 V A N K , +Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER









ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN <fr,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTP
ATM PN 2,3 I*,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN k,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM. SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N :ENTER
C-18
TABLE C-15
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEY
ANALYTIC f tL 10DES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE I"*




M O A / S T S / A M
S - A M N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE 130.
^PPLOYMENT ASSEM9.Y
AT^^-o f tCK,CMGS, !» -S^S
/ ^TM-SPAR CENTER













































( T Y )




















SUM .50^9 ,1839 2k .0003




6 - A M N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE MOO.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY










MASS CONTRIBUTIONS 8Y DEGREE OF FREEOOH

























































































































































































































































































































































































FAS 02 B3TL1,+Y «-Z
FAS 02 B3TL2,+Y *Z
FAS 02 B3TL3,-Y + Z
FAS 02 B3TL4,-Y +Z
FAS 32 9DTL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 B3TL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, + Y
FAS/AM/04 IF, »Z
FAS/AM/0* IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M I r, -Z
FAS/DA IF, >Y -Z




N2 T A N K , *Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Y, UPPER
N2 TANK, *Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER









ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 0,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF.INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN
ATM SAS, PN
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENTER






3*BITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
A N A L Y T I C A L 10DES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
it
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 15
A N A L Y T I C A L FREQUENCY = <*.8&8 HZ.
COMPONENT '
NAME
5 - F A S 02 TANKS
6- AM N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE 130.
nroLnYMENT ASSEMB.Y
A T M - P A C K ,CMGS,<»-S4S
A T M - S P A R CENTER
A T M - G R A / C A N
SUM
CMC
( O X )
.0027
,0027








( D Y >
.000**
.0005

















. O O G 2
G1C
































,3563 ,03<»1 .4335 0 0 0 1 .1755 . Q O O V
TOTA. GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
3 R / O W S SKIRT/IU/FAS
6-FAS 02 TANKS
















T A B L E
 c.18
GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS 3Y DEGREE OF FREEDOM























































( O X )
.0010









. 0 0 9 2
, 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 i »
.0001






. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0002























. 0 0 2 3




C O Y )








. 0 0 0 3








. 0 0 0 0
.0003
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
.0005
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
.0083
,0097
. 0 0 0 0
.0007
.0001



























. 0 0 0 3










































( T X J




















































( T Y )
. O D 3 2

























- . Q Q 0 1
. O O O ' f

















































































FAS 02 83TL1,+Y + Z
PAS 32 B3TL2,+Y + Z
FAS 02 B3TL3,-Y *Z
FAS 02 B3TL<f , -Y + Z
FAS 02 83TL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 3DTL6,-Y -Z
FAS/AM/04 IF,,+Y '
F A S / A M / O A IF, +Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
FAS/OA IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M Ic t -Z
F A S / O A IF, 4-Y -Z
AM T'JNNE./SHEAR KB
AM TJNNEt/STS IF
M D A / 5 T S INTERFACE
MOA 30NE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , + Y, LOWER
N2 T*NK, *Y, UPPER
M2 T A N K , + Z, LOHER
N2 T A N K , *Z, UPPER
N2 TANK -Z, LOWER





LOWER 0 LATC^, DA
LOWE* +Y TRUNNION
LOME* -Y TRUNNION
EREP PACKAGE C e G.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN <»,5 IF,OUTR
ATH PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN <»,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 3,1 IF.INNR




ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5





3*BITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVE/
A N A L Y T I C A L MOOFS GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 18





MH A / S T S / A M
5- AM N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE <nO
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
A T M - < ? A C K , C M G S , f » - 5 \ S
A T M - S P A R CENTER
ATM- r ,RA /CAN CENTER



































































.0934 .5683 .0030 . 0 )69 . 0 0 0 3 3281
T O T A . GM CONTRIBJTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
B R / O W S SKIRT/IJ/FAS
6-FAS 02 TANKS
M D A / S T S / A M

















GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS 3Y DEGREE OF FREEDOM
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 18 FREQUENCY* 5.71 HZ,





















































( O X )
-.0001



















. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
.3000
. 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 0
.0063
.005«»
, 0 0 0 0







. f l 0 2 < »
.0032
.0028
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0006
. 0 0 0 5
GMC













































. 0 0 0 0
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0003
. 0 0 0 < *
GMC
















. 0 0 0 0
.0000
.0000














. 0 0 9 2
.0000
-.0001




































































( T Y )
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
















- . 0 0 0 0
























































































FAS 02 B3TL1,*Y +Z
FAS 32 83TL2,+V *Z
FAS 02 B3TL3,-Y +Z
FAS 32 B3TU,-Y + Z
FAS 02 B3TL5,-Y -Z
FAS 32 B3TL6,-Y -Z
FAS/AH/OA IF, +Y
FAS/AM/DA IF, + Z
F A S / A M / D A IF, -V
FAS/DA IF, -V -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
F A S / D A EF, *Y -Z
AM TUNNE./SHEAR MB
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA CONE/CYL ITRFC
N2 TAN.K, *Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , + Z, LOHER
N2 TANK, + Z, UPPER
N2 TANK -Z, LOWER




LOHER 0 LATCH, DA
LOME? *Y TRUNNION
LOWE? -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C < A G E C,G,
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN <»,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN <»,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENTER
GRA/CAN DENTER





A N A L Y T I C A L 10DES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL MODE 21






6- AM N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE MOD.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
HTM-PACK»CMGS, i» -S iS
A T M - < ? P A R CENTER
flTM-GRA/CAN CENTER
GMC
< D X >
.0081
.0370
. O O Q t t
.0011



























SUM .0852 .0383 .7285
( T X )
. 0 3 0 0
. a j o o
.0323
GMC
( T Y > ( T Z )
.0316 .1203 . 0 0 0 0
0. 0. 3o
. 0307 .0130 .0001
0. '0. 3.
- . 0 3 0 0 .0036 - .0000





T O T A . GM CONTRIBJTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BR/OWS SKIRT/IJ/FAS
6 - - - A S 02 TANKS
M O ^ / S T S / A M
6 - A M N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE MOD.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
AT I -RACK,CMGS, ' 4 -SAS
A T ^ - S P A R CENTER











GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS 3Y DEGREE OF FREEDOM






















































( O X )
.0000
- .0000











. 0 0 3 3
.3031*
. 0 3 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0001
. 0 0 0 2
.0300













































































. 0 0 0 9































































































( T X )
.0010









































































< T Z >
.0000



































































































































0 0 0 0







FAS 02 B3TL1,*Y *Z
FAS 02 B3TL2,+Y +Z
FAS 32 B3TL3,-Y +Z
FAS 02 imL<t,-Y *Z
FAS 02 BDTL5, -Y -Z
FAS 02 83TL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O f t IF, frY
F A S / A M / D A IF, *Z
FAS/AM/Of t IF, -Y
F A S / O A [F, -V -Z
F A S / f t M I-, -Z
FAS/OA IF, +Y -Z




N2 TANK, + Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , +Z, LOWER
N2 TANK, *Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , -7, UPPER








ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN £»,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
A7M ?N i»?5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN -3
ATM SAS, PN 5V
ATM SftS, PN 7
SPAR CENFER
G R A / C A N 3EMTER
SUM .0852 .0383 .7285 . 0023 . C Q 0 1
C-26
Tf tBLE C-23
D*BITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEY
A N A L Y T I C A L MOOES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
ANALYT ICAL MODE 28





6 - A M N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE MOD.
OFPLOYMENT ASSEMB.Y
A T M - P A C K . C M G S ^ - S A S
ATM-SPAR CENTER




































































.C237 .4779 .0319 .0061 .0019







A T M - R A C K , C M G S , * - S A S
ATI -SPAR CENTE?












GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS BY DEGREE OF FREEDOM























































( O X )
. 0000
.0000







. 0 0 0 < *
- . 0 0 0 2
- . 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 0
.0003
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
.0000




. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 0
A A A A
• 'U' U'U'W




. 0 0 0 3
.0005
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 3 1 •






. 0 0 0 0
.0001
. 0 0 0 1
.0013
. 0 0 0 0
. Q 0 0 < *
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0237
C M C





















. 0 0 0 <f
. O O G O
. 0 0 0 0
.0001
. 0002
. 0 0 0 0
n nn n
. 0000
. 0 0 0 0
.0017
.0037
. 0 0 0 0
.0005
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0002




. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0013
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 < f





( D Z )












- . 0 0 0 0











. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. n nn n
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
.0026
.0008






. 0 0 0 0
.0032
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0

























. 0 0 0 0









. 0 0 0 0
. n n n n














. 0 0 0 0




































. 0 'u 0 0















. 0 0 0 0
- . 0000









( T Z )
.0006
























- . G O O D
- .0000





























FAS .02 B3TL1,+Y + Z
FAS 02 9DTL2,+Y -c-7
FAS 02 9DTL3,-Y + Z
FAS 02 BOTL<»,-Y *Z
FAS 32 83TL5,-V -Z
FAS 32 B3TL6.-Y -Z
FAS/ f tW/0 * IF, +Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, *Z
F A S / A M / 0 4 IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / H M Ir, -Z
FAS/DA IF, *Y -Z
AM TUNNE./SHEAR MB
AM TJNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA SONE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , + Y, LOWER
N2 T f tNK, +Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , *Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER









ATM PN 6,7 ir,OUTR
ATM ON k,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN <»,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,INNR
CMC, -Y SIDE
CMG, *Y SIDE
CMG, + X SIDE
ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
( ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / 3 A N 3ENTER
C-28
T A B L E c-25
O R B I T A L CONFI3URATION MODAL S J R V E f
A N A L Y T I C A L 100ES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 30




M O A / S T S / A M
6 - A M N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE 1DO.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEM3.Y
A T M - P A C K ,CMGS,<*-S&S
ATM-SPAR CENTER
A T M - G R A / C A N SENTE*
SUM
GMC
( O X )
,9506
GMC
























( T X )
GMC
( T Y )
GM3
.0021 .0300 .0003 .0001
.0161 Q. 0. 0.
. 0008 - . 0000 - .0000 - .0000
.0025 0. 0. 0.
.0000 .0300 . 0 0 0 2 .0001
.0011 0. 0. 0.
. 0006 . O J O O . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 3 0
.0000 .0300 .0002 0.
.0000 . 0 4 0 0 .0003 .0035
. 0 3 0 0 .0011 O Q 3 S








A T M - S P A R CENTER












GENERALIZED HASS CD^JTRIBUTIONS 3Y DEGREE OF FREEDOM























































































































































































































































( T X )




























































































































. O Q O C














































































































FAS 02 BOTL1,+Y *Z
FAS 02 BOTL2 , *Y *Z
FAS 02 BDTL3,-Y +Z
FAS 02 BDTLi»,-Y *Z
FAS 32 BDTL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 BDTL6.-Y -Z
F A S / A M / D A TF, +Y
FAS/AM/D l IF, *Z
FAS/AM/O f t IF, -Y
FAS/DA IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M Ie, -Z





N2 TANK, +Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , >Y, UPPER
N2 TANK, *Z» LOWER
N2 TANK, >Z, UPPER
N2 TANK -Z, LOWER





LOME^ 0 LATCH, DA
LOWE? +Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
ER£P P A C < A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN *,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IP,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN «*,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS , PN 1
ATM SAS, PM 3
ATM SAS, PN' 5
ATM SAS, PM 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N 3ENTE-R
C-30
TA3LE c-27
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEY
A N A L Y T I C A L 10DES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 38
A N A L Y T I C A L FREQUENCY = 12.072 HZ.
COMPONENT
NAME
R o / O W S SKIRT/IU/f^S
S-FAS 02 TANKS
M P A / S T S / A M
5- AM N2 TANKS
COMMAND/SERVICE ^00.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEM9.Y
A T M - P A C K , CMGS,<»-S!VS
HTM-SPAR CENTER '













































. O J O O
.0001
.0001









. C O G 3
.0000
.0000
. 0 0 0 2
G1C











TOTA. GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COM^O^ENT
BVOWS SKIRT/IJ/FAS
6- r AS 02 TANKS
M D 4 / S T S / A M
6 - A M N2 TANKS
C31MANO/SERVICE MOD.
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
AT<1-RACK,CMGS,< f r -SAS
AT^I -SPAR CENTER











GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTIONS 9Y DEGREE OF FREEDOM






























































































































































































. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0








. 0 0 0 0
.0000
. 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0






















. 0 0 3 3
,0002
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 8 2
. 0 0 0 0




































































































































. C 3 0 C
- . 0 0 0 0







. o o o c
. 0030
.0000

































































































































FAS 02 BDTL1,+Y *Z
FAS 02 8DTL2,*Y *Z
FAS 02 83TL3,-Y *Z
FAS 02 BDTL<* f -Y +Z
FAS 02 80TL5,-Y -Z
FAS 32 93TL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, +Y
FAS/AM/OA IF, +Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / O A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
FAS/OA IF, *Y -Z
AM TUNNE. /SHEAR W8
AM TUNNE./STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MDA DONE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , +Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , +Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER









ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM 3N *,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN <»,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N CENTER «
SUM .0323 .1027 .0619 .8005 0 0 3 2 .0025
C-32
T A B L E 029
3 * B I T A L CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
A N A L Y T I C A L MOOES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL MODE 39





M O A / S T S / AM




A T M - ^ P A R CENTER































































< r z >
.0123
0.
. 3 3 2 5
0.






TOTAL GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
SKIRT/IJ/FAS









A T 1 - G R A / C A N CENTER
.1129
.0038
. O Q t » l
, 0 0 5 1
C-33
TABLE c-30
CENTRALIZED MASS CD^TRIBUTIONS BY DEGREE OF FREEDOM
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 33 F*EQUENCY= 12.57 HZ.





































































. Q O O O
. 0 0 0 0
.1000




. 0 0 3 6
.000<t
. o o o s
. 0 0 0 0
, 3 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 6
.005<»
.0039
. 0 0 0 9
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 6
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
.0002
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 7
.0010
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 3
.0 00 *»
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
, O O Q < »
. 0 0 0 < *
GMC





. 0 0 2 2
.0067
.070<»
» 0 0 2 < »
.9065
, 0 0 0 < »
.15208
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2









. 0 0 0 7
.0023
.0026
- . 0 0 0 0
.0050






. 0 0 0 3
- . C O O O
- . 0 0 0 0 "
.0001
.0002
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
.0005
.0003
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 5
.000<t
GMC
( D Z )

















. Q 0 < » 2
• 001<»
.0001













- . 0 0 0 0
.0013
. 0 0 0 2












- . 0 0 0 0
.0000
GMC






































. 0 0 0 0













o O O O O
. O O G 2
. c o o o
























. 0 0 0 0








( T Y )
' 9 0 0 2 0
• . O O O G














. 0 0 0 2
- .0033

























































































FAS 02 B3TL1,*Y +Z
FAS 02 83TL2.+Y «-Z
FAS 02 B3TL3,-Y *Z
FAS 02 B3TLt»,-Y *Z
FAS 02 BDTL5,-Y -Z
FAS 32 B3TL6.-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, +Y
FAS/AM/OA IF, *Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / O A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
FAS/QA TF, *Y -Z
AM T'JNNE./SHEAR MB
AM TUNNEL/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA :ONE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , *Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Y, UPPER
N2 TANK, +Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 TANK -Z, LOWER









ATM PN 6,7 IF.OUTR
ATM PN <»,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 8,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN <»,5 IF.INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SftS ,PN t
ATM SAS, PN 3
fiTM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / 3 A N 3ENYER
.SUM ,2125 0069 . 0358 .0156
C-34
TABLE 031
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
ANALYT ICAL MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
N
ANALYTICAL MODE Ul





M O A / S T S / A M

































































. 0 0 0 0
.0438
G1S






















A T ^ - S P A R CENTER






T A B L E 032
G E N E R A L I Z E D M A S S C O N T R I B U T I O N S BY DEGREE OF F R E E D O M
































































. 0 0 0 0
.0003
- . 0 0 3 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
. 0 0 3 0






. 0 0 0 0
.0092
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
- .0000
- .0000




- . 0 0 0 0
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. 0 0 0 0
.1000
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 0
- .0000
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0


































. 0 0 3 0





. 0 0 0 0
. c o o o
- .0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000














































- . 0 0 0 0
.0000
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
.0000



















































































































































































































































O O O C
0 0 0 0
-






FAS 32 BDTL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 3DTL2, *Y +Z
FAS 02 BDTL3. -Y + Z
FAS 32 8DTLi»,-Y *Z
FAS 02 3!)TL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 BDTL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, + Y
FAS/AM/OA IF, + Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
FAS/AM I", -Z
FASAOA IF, *Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR MB
AM TJNNE./STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA CONE'CYL ITRFC
N2 TANK, + Y, LOWER
N2 TANK, +Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , + Z, LOWER
N2 TANK, *Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER





LOWER 0 LATCH, DA
LOWE? *Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP Pf tC<AGE C.G.
ATM PN 5,7 IF,OUTR
ATM °N 4,5 IC ,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IC,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IP.O'UTR .
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,rNNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS v-PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPflR CENTER
G R A / C A N :ENTER
SUM , 0054 ,2538 .6766 .0065 •043-8 .0139
C-36
Tf t^LE 033
3*BITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
ANALYTICAL MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL MODE ^5
I





M T A / S T S / A M

















































« 00 ** 0























.0269 .0^82 .0^57 .0136 ,0323
T O T A . GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
SKIRT/IU/FAS
6- r AS 02 TANKS




AT I -RACK, CMGS,:»-SAS
A F ^ - S P A R CENTER











GENERALIZED MASS C3MTRIBUTTONS BY DEGREE OF FREEDOM






















































( O X )
o O O O O
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0026
-.0131
. 0 0 0 1
.003<*
• OOl '*
. O Q Q < »
. 0010
. 0 0 0 0
,0013
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2




. 0 0 0 2




. 0 0 0 2
.0001
. 0 0 3 2
.0001
. 0 0 0 6
, 0 0 0 6
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0000
, 0 0 0 1
. 0030
- . 0 0 0 0
. O O Q i *
.0016
. 0 0 0 9
.0008
.0033
. 0 0 0 < *
.0095
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- o O O O O
. 0 0 0 8
.6010-
GMC













. 0 0 0 3
.0005


















. 0 0 0 0
.0003
- .0000
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 2
, 0 0 0 0
. n o o o
, 0000
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





( O Z )
. 0001
. 0000






, Q O < 4 t »
. 0001
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 2
- . 0 0 0 0
~ . o o o o






. 0 0 0 0
. O C 9 2
.0027
, O C 7 « »
,0051
. 0 0 0 0
.0076




, 0 0 0 6
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
.0010
. 0 0 0 0
.0000
. 0 0 0 0
.0003
- . 0 0 0 0
- . 0000
,0003
. 0 0 0 0






. 0 0 0 0
GMC
( T X )
.0010
.0001







































. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0





. O Q < « 0
.00^9
S M C
( T Y )
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0















. 0 0 0 8







. 0 0 0 2
. 0 0 0 3
. 0 0 0 0














. o o o c





. G Q < * 5
.0071
GMC
( T Z >
- .0001
- ,0000
























. 0 0 2 4
- .0000



























FftS 02 93TLi,+Y *Z
FAS 32 33TL2,+Y 4-Z
FAS 32 B3TL3,-Y + Z
FAS 32 83TL4,-Y *Z
FAS 02 B3TL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 33TL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, + Y
F A S / A H / O A IF, *Z
FAS/AM/Di IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
F A S / O A EF, *Y -Z
AM TUNNEL /SHEAR W8
AM TUNNE./STS IF
M O A / 5 T S INTERFACE
MOA 30NE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , + Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , + Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , +Z, LOHER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER





LOMER 0 LATCH, OA
LOWE? +Y TRUNNION
LOWE1? -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C < A G E C.G,
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 3,1 IF,GUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
STM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN i»55 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,IWNR
ATM PK! 2,3 IF,INNR
CMG ? -r SIDE
CHG, *Y 3IDS
CMG, *X SIDE
fiTM SAS ,PN I
ATM S A S y PN 3
ATM SASs, PN 5
ATM SftS, PN 7
SPA» CENTER
GRA/CAM :ENTER
SUM 02&9 .0257 :0136
C-38
T A B L E c-35
3R8ITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEY
A N A L Y T I C A L MOOES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 56
A N A L Y T I C A L FREQUENCY = 17.553 HZ.
COMPONENT
NAME
S K I R T / I U / C 4 S
S-FAS 02 TANKS
M O A / S T S / A M





A T M - G R A / C A N CENTER
SUM
CMC

































. 0 0 0 0
.8814
C M C








. 0 3 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0021
GMC





















. 0 0 0 0
.0005
TOT4. GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH COMPONENT
BVOWS SKIRT/IJ/FAS
6 - r A S 02 TANKS




ATM-RACK,CMGS, ! * -SAS
AT1-SPAR CENTER












GEMFPALIZEO MASS C3>l TRIBUTIONS =)Y DEGREE OF FREEDOM























































( O X )
. 'aooo
- . 0000





















. 0 0 0 3












. 0 0 0 0
.0003
.0002
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. P 3 0 G
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
- . 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0




C O Y )
.0023
. 0 0 0 0












































































































































0 0 2 0
0 0 0 8



















0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
0001
0001
0 0 0 0
0001
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
O D O O
0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0






































C T X )
.0000















































. 0 3 0 0
.0000
0021
( T Y )
.0006 •
. 0000

























. 0 0 0 0






























































































FAS 02 93TL1,*Y *Z
FAS 02 B3TL2,+Y *Z
FAS 02 B3TL3,-Y +Z
FAS 32 83TL4,-Y +Z
FAS 32 B3TL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 BDTL5,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / D A IF, *Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, +Z
FAS/AM/OA IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z
FAS/DA IF, +Y -Z
AM TJNNEL /SHEAR WB
AM TJNNE-/STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA 30NE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , +Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , «-Y, UPPER
N2 TANK, *Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER









ATM PN 6,7 IC,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF9OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,INNR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,INNR




ATM SAS ,PN i
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5






ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVFf
A N A L Y T I C A L 'lOOES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE 58








































































































. 0 0 0 0
0.




C T Z )
-.0017
0.




. 0 0 3 0
0.
. Q 0 5 7
SUM 2<»02 .0511 , 0 2 0 7 34<* ,0113
TOTH. GM CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH
\ B ^ ^ O W S SKIRT/IJ/FAS
6-FAS 02 TANKS
6 - A M N2 TANKS
C3^MANO/SERVIC- I MOO.
O^LOYMENT ASSEMBLY
A T M - R A C K , CMGS,V -SAS










GENERALIZED MASS C34TRIRUTIONS 3Y OEGREE OF FREEDOM


















































( O X )
. 0 0 0 0
-.1000














































































































































































































































0 0 5 7
0001
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 5 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2







0 0 0 0
0 0 0 6
0001
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0000
0 0 0 0
0049
0 0 0 0
0002




0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0
0015
0 0 0 0
0001
0014































- . G O O D
. 0 0 0 3
























< F Y )
. 0 0 0 2
.0001













. 0 0 0 1
.0000
-.0001







. 0 0 3 0
- , 0 0 0 0
. 0 3 0 0




















. G L 5 U
.018P
GMC

























































O O C O
0 0 0 0









FAS 32 B3TL1,+Y *Z
FAS 32 B3TL2,+Y +Z
FAS 32 B3TL3,-Y *Z
FAS 32 93TL4, -Y *Z
FAS 02 83TL5,'-Y -Z
FAS 32 83TL6,-Y -Z
F A S / A M / O f t IF, *Y
F A S / A M / O A IF, *Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / O A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M I-, -Z
F A S / O A IF, +Y -Z
AM TUNNEL/SHEAR MB
AM TUNNEI./STS IF
M O A / S T S INTERFACE
MOA 30ME/CYL ITRFC
N2 T A N K , +Y, LOWER
N2 T A N K , >Y, UPPER
N2 T 4 N K , +Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER





LOWER 0 L A T C 4 , OA
L O W E R +Y TRUNNION
LOWER -Y TRUNNION
EREP P A C < A G E C.G.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 I-,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF,INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF,,INNP
ATM PN s,i IF,INNR




ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS , PN 7
SPAR CONFER
G R A / C A N C E N T E R
SUM .2402 .6422 0511 .0207 .0344 .0113
C-42
TA9LE C-39
DRBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL SJRVEf
A N A L Y T I C A L MODES GENERALIZED MASS CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY
A N A L Y T I C A L MODE F>5
A N A L Y T I C A L FREQUENCY = 19.644 HZ.
COMPONENT
NAME
g o / Q W S S*IRT/lU/ rAS
5-rf lS 0? TANKS
M T A / S T S / A M
5 - A M N2 TANKS
CTMMH NO/ SERVICE 130.
T - O L D Y M E N T ASSEMBLY
A T M - ^ A C K j C M G S ^ - S l S
( V T M - S R A R CENTER











. 0 0 0 2



























( T X )
.0161
0. .









( T Y >






















T O T A L GM CONTRIBJTION FOR EACH
SKIRT/IJ/FAS
6 - r A S 02 TANKS

















T A B L E C-40
LZEO- MASS CD-MT-RIBUTTONS 8-Y DEGREE OF FREE





















































( O X )
. 0 0 0 0
, 0 0 0 0
- .0035
,1374
* 0 30 3




„ o jn 1
. 3032
.0031
. 0 3 0 1
.0031








, 2 0 3 8
.0263






- . 0 0 5 2
- . (3030
e C' 9 0 1
. . 9 0 0 0
5 < 3 Q u 3
- . 8001
,0001
- . 0 0 0 5
.0031
« u u ^ 3
, O G Q 7
- . 3 0 0 0
, 0 0 3 0
. n .3 ) 7
' ' , 3 0 0 0
- . a a o o
- .- 0 Q Q 0
, o o c o
. 0 0 0 . ?
, 0 0 0 3
GMC





0 ? O Q 2
.0007
. 0 0 7 8
.0117
.0051
- . 0 0 0 2
.0007
.3011
. 0 0 3 2
.0062
- .eooi
o O O O l
.0001
, 0 Q G 3
. 0 0 0 0
. 3 0 0 3
, D G Q O




, 0 0 0 0






o 0 0 0 0
,.0017
, " 0 0 8
, 0008
. ? O C 3
.0 084
...5049
. 0 0 0 7
oO 05^*
» r 1^7
. 0 0 2 3
e 0 C 1 0
a o s o e
- » 0 O Q 0
- . 3 0 0 0
«
 !1 £ 0 0
,0047































































0 0 2 2
0000
0001
0 0 3 2
0004
0007
C 0 0 7
0 0 0 8





0 0 0 0
0032
0 0 0 5
0 0 0 5
OG10
0001
o o o o
0017
Q 2 4 4
0292




U O Q O
0001
0 0 3 7
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
000 4
QOfH
0 0 0 0
01592




















































. 0 0 0 1
.0001








, 0 0 2 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0000













o 0 0 7 3
.,0000





. 0 0 0 2







































( T Y )
. 0001
. 0 0 0 0













o O Q O O
. 0 0 u 1
. 0002








• 0 0 0 3
• 0 0 0 0














8 Q G 0 1































































G O O D
O O C O
QG o a
0001
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0000
0001
0 0 0 2
G S 3 0





ows/ iu IVJTER C ACE
IU/FAS INTERFACE
FAS 02 8DTL1,+Y +Z
FAS 32 93TL2 ,« -Y +Z
FAS 02 3DTL3. -Y *Z
FAS 02 B3TL4, -Y +Z
FAS 02 B D T L 5 i - Y -Z
FAS 02 9 D T L 5 , - Y -Z
F A S / A H / O f t IF, >Y
F A S / A M / 0 & IF, *Z
FAS/AM/04 IF, -Y
F A S / O A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M I r , -Z
F A S / O A IF, +Y -Z
AH TUNNE- /SHEAR HB
AH TJNNE./STS IF
I O A / S T S INTERFACE
HOfi 3G^£ /CYL ITRFC
^2 T A N K , >Y, LOWER
M2 T 4 N K , +Y, UPPER
M2 T A N K , -t-7, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *ZS UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER





L O W E R 0 ..ATC-n OA
LOWE^ *Y TRUNNION
LOHER -V TRUNNION
EREP P A C K A G E C.G.
ATM PN &97 IF,OUTR
ATM P"i 4»5 TC ' ,OUTP
flfH PN! S?l IP^OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF, OUT?
ATM PN 6? 7 IF,INNR
ATM PN i>»5 IF,IHNR
ATM ?N' 8,1 TFj lNNR




ATM Sf tS , PN i
ATM SAC;, ^PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS , PN 7
SPAR CENFER
G R A / C f t N CENTER
, 0246 . 0 0 2 7 , 0 0 3 7
D-l
SECTION D
Two-Di~ensiqnal Plots of Analytical.Modes
D-2
ORBITAL CONFIGURATION MODAL S'JRVEf
HEGREE OF FREEDOM TABLE FOR 10DE SHAPES AND DISCRETE MASS MATRIX


































































































































































































































































































































































































































FAS 02 BOTL1,+Y +Z
FAS 02 B O T L 2 , + Y +Z
FAS 02 BOTL3,-Y +Z
FAS 02 80TH,-Y *Z
FAS 02 BOTL5,-Y -Z
FAS 02 BOTL6,-Y -Z
FAS / A M / D A IF, *Y
FAS/AM/OA IF, +Z
F A S / A M / O A IF, -Y
F A S / D A IF, -Y -Z
F A S / A M IF, -Z





























MDA/STS I N T E R F A C E
MDA CONE/CYL ITRFC
N2 T f t N K , +*, LOWER
N2 T A N K , +Y, UPPER
N2 T A N K , *Z, LOWER
N2 T A N K , *Z, UPPER
N2 T A N K -Z, LOWER
N2 TANK, -Z, UPPER
CM, FHD B U L K H E A D
CM, AFT B U L K H E A D
SM, FHD B U L K H E A D
SM, AFT BULKHEAD
LOWER 0 L A T S H , DA
L O W E R +Y T R U N N I O N
L O W E R -Y TRUNNION
EREP PACKAGE C.C.
ATM PN 6,7 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 4,5 IF ,OUTR
ATM PN 8,1 IF,OUTR
ATM PN 2,3 IF ,OUTR
ATM PN 6,7 IF, INNR
ATM PN 4,5 IF . INNR
ATM PN 6,1 IF , INNR
ATM PN 2,3 I F , I N N R











ATM SAS ,PN 1
ATM SAS, PN 3
ATM SAS, PN 5
ATM SAS, PN 7
SPAR CENTER
G R A / C A N C E N T E R
D-3
Two dimensional plots of the correlated analytical modes
as defined in Table 5.17 of the main text are presented in this
section. The plots are presented in the same manner as the test
mode plots contained in Section A with the following exceptions:
1. Analytical modes are plotted correctly between node 3
and node 16.
2. Node 50 is plotted with the incorrect sign in the X,
Y, TH X, and TH Y planes.
The plotted node points and ..^icciated degrees of freedom
are defined on page D-2 of this section.
D-4
PlotD-l
; ' A ORBIT COWIGURATION - BTH CVCLE ANAL/'ICIL KSDES


























IT ::v IJ'JIAro - g-H Cy:_r ANALYTICAL MOSES

















RLN NO. • JTAJ9 DATE • OSOC72
H?
X STATION X STATION
D-5
Plot D-l
: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES













£ S 8 §
OTA ORBIT CONf IGURATION - STH CYCLE ANALYTICAL W»ES















: T A ORSIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
MODE 8 FRES • 1.377 HZ RUN NO. • DTA09 DAT! • 060C72
4,00
: 7 A OF8IT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES











; : A OSS I 7 CWICLSATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
HOC- 8 "SEC - 1.377 HZ RUN NO. • DTA09 ' DATE - 060C72
-1.00
10
 n 10 m to
X STATION
C 7 A CR9IT CCAFICIRSTION - 87H CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES













D T A OfiSIT CONTfORATfON - 8IH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
MODE 8 FREO - 1.377 HZ RUN NO. - DTA08 DATE • 060C72
: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES







1 1 1 1 1 1 _L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1


























: T A ORBIT CCWIGLRiTIPN - BTH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
MOCL 9 FRE8 - I.643 HZ RUN NO. « DTA08 DATE • 060C72
r T A ORBIT COTIRRATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
MODE 9 FREO • 1 .643 HZ RUN NO. • DTA08 DATE • 060C72
4«»
-I 1 1 1 1 1 I I
10 ^ to 10 10
X STATION
A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
E 9 FREQ • 1.613 HZ RUN NO. - DTA08 DATE • 060C72
J15 *!*'
x >*,..
-J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 L.
C T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES











to to to to to to to (O K> (O KJ





S T A ORBIT COWIORATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES










8 Si § S S
i T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES











-.50. -J-—I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i




















7 CSNTIOLSA7ION - 87h CYC^T ANALYTICAL MODES
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a,-. j— M , - " - «s „- j,- / "« nr r- OCD
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: 7 A . OSS 17 CONFIGURA7ION - BTH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
HXE 10 FREO • 1.670 HZ RUN NO. • D7A08 DATE • 060C72
X S7A71CN
IS-RA7|;N - S-H ;v;_r ANALYTICAL MOCES
X STATION
OR3I7 CONFIGUATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES








- T A ORBIT COWIGUWTION - 8TK CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
MODE 10 TREQ - (.670 H2 RUN NO. • DTA08 DATE • 06CC72
: 7 A OB9IT CCtflulRATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
MODi 10 .-RES- 1.670 HZ RUJ NO. - CTA08 DATE - 06CC72
.Mr
8 § S §
X STATION X STATION
0-1?
Plot D-5
: T .1 D33IT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLi ANALrTICAL MOOES
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: 'T *J
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: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL WOES
K£I (1 FRtG - 2.338 HZ " =?W NO. - DTAOS DATE - 060C72
10 „ 10 10 to
x ST;T!aj
CONFluWiATItN -.BTH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
F?£I " 2.338 HZ SLN NO. • JTA08
; T A OS3IT CCWIGLftATIGN - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MXES
NXE 11 "S£i • 2.338 HZ SLN NO. « DTAC8 DATE « 060C72




: rA oreir CONFIGURATION - STH CYCLE: ANALYTICAL MODES










' T .i CR3IT C»FISURA7IGN - B7H CVCLT ANALY7ICAL MODES















: T A OR9I7 COlflGURATIGN - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES











S S ^ m S
OR9IT CCfflO/RATION - 8TH CYCLE.ANALYTICAL MODES
12 FREO • 3.151 HZ WJN NO. • DTAOB DATE • 060C72
-1.0L—' 1 1 1 1 1 i
s s g § § §
10
 "i 10 to tri «
: 7 .- ".RSI7 C>f IS'.SA7ION - 8Th CYCLE ANALi'TiCA- MODES




: T A OR9IT CCWICUWTION - 87H CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES





:• T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 9TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
MODE: 12 FREO - 3.151 HZ RLNNO. - D T A O S DATE •
: : A ORSIT CCWIC-WWTION - sw crcLE ANALYTICAL MODES



















: T .4 OR3IT CONFIGURATION - BTH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES : r .4 ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
hCE 13 FREG- 3.532 HZ SUN NO. • DTA08 DATE • 06GC72
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2 S 8 S 8 8 S S 8 8
w
X STATION
• CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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T CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES










D T A ORBIT CONF IC-IRATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
K»E 15 FREQ - 5.552 HZ RUN NO. • OTA08 DATE • 06CC72
: T A OR9IT CCfFIGlRATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES




































7 C>f ICi.RATICN - 9TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
•"SII • C.323 HZ R'JN NO. • C7A08 DATE • 060C72
CCff ICIRATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES











; T :- j fS\~ CCfflGLSATIDN - 8TK CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES

















- - 1 ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
«Xr ,4 ffiEU - 4.323 HZ RUN NO. • DTA08 CATE • 060C72
: T .4 OR9I7 OF I JURAT I ON - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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: - A QRSIT CONTIGURATIGN - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
CCCE 15 --RES- C.868.HZ RUN NO. - DTA0 DATE • 06SC72
4 33317 CONVOCATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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- 8 8 S 8 S S S S S
w
X STATION
T CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES










































T CONFISCATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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D-21
Plot D-9
C T I ORBIT CONTIORATION - 8TH CrCLi ANAUTIWL MOD£S
KICE 15 fTEO • «. 968 HZ RLN NO. • DTA09 DA~ • 060C72
: : .1 CSSIT coAFiGLRiTioN - STH C/CLT
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X STATION
. ;s9ir c»r IGISATIGN - B:H crcLt
18 rSil •' 5.706 hZ .
cAi. MODES




; 7 A ORBIT COff ICuSATION - STH CrCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES











-1.00 - I 1 1 1 i l l
X STATION
;R=;T c-X" I-;LRA-IJV - sw Cr-cu: ANALITICAL wore'












: T A ORBIT CCWIGIRATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
MODE 18 FREO - 5.706 HZ RUN NO. • DTA08 DATE • 060C72
1.2
S * S
E T A ORSIT COKf ICLRATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES











; T i O?SIT CONFIGURATION - STH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
H£i 21 PREC - S.552 HZ RUN NO. - DTA08 DATE • 060C72
: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
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X STATION
T COI^IGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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X33
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' S 8 § S . S °.§ 8 = °
' ' r t " 1 "* 'O *o Kl 10 to fi ^ V
X STATION
T CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
FREG • 6.552 HZ RUN NO. - OTA08 DATE • 060C72
- _^~~' - \
& "** "»
x«2
O O O O O O ^ O O O( M t O O 1 I D t D r - C D O J O ^ -




B T A OBSIT COKf IGURHTION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES




: T A ORBIT CCWIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES












ORBIT CC^FIG'.RATION - 8TH CYCi-E ANALYTICAL MODES
30 ="REC • S.C05 HZ Rt» NO. • DTAO DATE • 06iC72
: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - STH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOCES
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; T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - STH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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X STATION
E T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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D-27
Plot D-I2
: T A OS3IT CC^IGLRATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES















: r A 3RSIT
HOCi 38
CONFIGURATION - STH CVCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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S O O O O O O O O Oi o « f i J i < x > r - a D d i o - -
' A ORSIT CONFIGURATION - STH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
'E 38 FREQ • 12.072 HZ RUN NO. • OTAOI DATE • 060C72
. . . P.
8" 8
X STATION
: T A ORSI
M-~E 33
CONFIGURATION - 8TH C rtLE ANALYTICAL MODES








I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L.
." " A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - STH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES





: T A ORBIT CONFIG'JRATION - 87H CVCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
WCE 58 FREQ - (2.072 HZ !W< NO. • OTA08 DATE • 060:72
: : .; oasir CONF IGLSATION - STH CVCLE











& s § s
X STATION
CONFIGURATION - 9TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
FREQ • 13.323 HZ RUN NO. • DTAOl




: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - BTH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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X STATION
CONFIJLRATIjN - BTH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOCES
"Rtl • 13.323 hH RLN NO. • DTJ08 DATE • 060C72
: T .4 OR9IT CC^FIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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D-31
Plot D-14
5 T A ORSIT CONFIGURATION - 81H CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
K10E 41 FREG - 13.323 HZ RUN NC. • DTA08 DATE - 06CCT2
: T A 03SIT CC^FIGLRATICN - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
MOCE «1 rS£Q • 13.323 W HUN NO. - OTA08 DATE • 06CC72
1.6
8 § § S
D-32
Plot 0-15
: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
NOCE 45 FREQ - 14.855 HZ . RUN NO. - DTA03 DATE • 060C72
: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION -.8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES









' \ Xrtjjjt- \ — "' j^ n^—aa
2 S 8
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8 S S S
> STATION
; T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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X STATION
: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES












- - - Plot 0-15
*
C T A OSBIT'COfflWjRATION - BTH CVCLE ANALVTICAL MOOES r " .4 OR9IT CC^ ICUWTION - BTH CVCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
MODE 15 FREO - 11.855 HZ RUN NO. • DTA08 DATE • 06GC72 ^r
 C5 FR£G - 14.855 HZ RUN NO. • DTA08 DATE - OSK"2
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Plot D-16
: T A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
NOCE 65 "REG - IS.644 HZ RUN NO. - OTA08 DATE • 060C72
: 7 A ORBIT CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MOOES
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T CONFIGURATION - 8TH CYCLE ANALYTICAL MODES
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Plot D-16
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UNCOUPLED MODES FLIGHT CONFIGURATION 1.2
E-2
In this section (E-l through E-7) the Skylab uncoupled component
modal data are presented in terms of frequency data. The data are ar-
ranged according to three model development cycles; initial, pretest
and final. During the development of the model, major subcomponents
were subdivided according to areas of major concern. This evolution'
of model components is depicted where applicable.
E-3
Uncoupled-Modes -Flight Configuration 1.2
Main (QWS/IU/FAS/AM/STS/MDA) Modes
(Hz)
Six Rigid Body (0. Hz)
FAS/IU/OWS
(Hz)







































































































































Uncoupled Modes Flight Configuration l-:2














































Uncoupled Modes Flight Configuration 1.2


















































































































































ATM Solar Array modes for:
forward nearside (Bay 3)
aft nearside (Bay 5)
aft farside (Bay 7)
Same as modes for forward farside (Bay 1)
F-l
Section F
COUPLED MODES FLIGHT CONFIGURATION 1.2
F-2
The following table shows the coupled modes for the analytical
model of flight configuration 1.2. These modes are presented for
three model phases; initial, pretest and final. For each model phase,
the mode number, major contribution and coupled frequency are presented.
A frequency cutoff of 15 Hz was used in order to stay within computer
size limitations.
F-3














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ATM/ S A3- 21
CANISTER- 3
OWSFS2-5
FAS/IU/OWS22
CANISTER4
FAS/IU/OWS21
FAS/IU/OWS23
ATM/SA5-22
ATM/SA1-22
ATM/SA7-22
ATM/SA3-22
DA(DEPL)9
CANISTERS
CSMAX-9
ATM/SA3-25
ATM/SA3-25
ATM/SA5-25
ATM/SA7-25
MDA/STS/AM-3
SPAR/GRA-8
MDA/STS/AM-3
MDA/STS/AM-5
FAS/IU/OWS25
ATM/SA1-27
ATM/SA5-27
ATM/SA3-27
OWSNS27
M.DA/STS/AM-8
ATM/SA1-27
MDA/STS/AM-7
OWSFS26
OWSNS26
OWSFS28
OWSNS28
CANISTER- 6
CSMAX-10
CANISTER- 7
MDA/STS/.AM-8
Frequency
Cutoff 15 Hz
Coupled
Frequency
9.367
9.368
9.497
9.551
9.563
9.661
9.668
9.827
9.871
9.874
9.874
9.882
10.406
10.608
10.628
11.057
11.057
11.057
11.057
11.288
11.352
11.441
11.723
12.085
12.897
13.013
13 .-102
13.130
13.185
13.412
13.479
13.539
13.602
13.801
13.820
14.084
14.280
14.543
14.602
